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MORNING
ISSUED BY

existence it has been set to declare,

THE

Froewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

“Is management will constantly remember that first.of all the Star is a religious

Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
hu

addressed, at Dover, N. H.
be uld
Fy sho
communications designed for publication

;

EE

Editor

Dover, N. H.

0 |
Terms 1—83.0
ao
ce

én

publication on the broad basis of the en-

all letters on business, remittancesof

nom

iE

advan

arst thirty days, and

The Morning Star,

nomination whose body in particular,
whose standards and institutions “and

varied Christian work, both at home and
abroad, it is to represent*defend, cherish
Vand commend. On this ground we ask

1 think the moon-in Palestine

..

.

Silvers the greyly-drooping leaves.

That on the Mount of Olives shine.

And white as snows lie in the light

and expect for the Star,

The great blown-open flowers must be

right to, entrance into
homes wherever found.

On some remote and sacred hight,

And wide across the wilderness—

by such weary feet,—

How tenderly the skies must press
With tingling darkness low and sweet!

What strange, remembering thrills must run

"Through the cedars of Mount Lebanon,
And how, in chrism where they spill,

The dews of Hermon must distil!

Surely to-night, some sign shall rest
About the Holy Land, to teil

Of the presence that once made it blest!

Surely the quivering east shall swell—
Shall break in one great star, and throw
Such glory on the wave as though
The Lord still walked upon the sen
By the dark shore of Galilee!

Oh, to be there this Christmas time,
And see the heavens, above one, wheel,
As when they opened in that prime
And let great spirits forth! To feel
‘With eager, trembling heart, perchance,
Some mighty memory advance
With trailing garments, while the soul

laity, men and women

dren, interest

he
The

«The Morning Star” for 1882.

The editorial managementof this paper
will pass into new hands with the beginin the form
indicate,

in

of a
gen

continued
invite the

M.

J.

Rev.

Brewster, Rev. W. H. Bowen D. D., Rev.
Ransom Dunn, D. D., and Rev. J. A.
Howe,D. D.
We also announce

that

Mr.

Mosher, for six years editor of the

Star,

and now U. S. Consul at Nice, will,

dur-

foreign

oor-

ing the year, act as

special

been

F.

Geo.

L.

James

missionaryin India, and also from other
able correspondents abroad and in our
own land. Oar Sibbath School and Mission
effi-

the

cient charge of Rev. G. C. Waterman who
will hereafter be able to devote himself
more fully than ever to making them satisfactory and helpful to all.
We contemplate
introducing
some
changes and features which it is believed

cible, interesting, instructive, and helpful.

We foel justified in claiming that the

Star has been wont to stand in the front
rank of religious weeklies inthis oountry.
It means to sustain itself, to hold all that

it has achieved or gained, to be found at
all times in the very forefront ofthe. bat-tle for'the Truth, and {o move with the
will aim to give the news

It

on “all topics

hour may seem to require and
jeotto merit, the tendency and
of every notable event. It will
sympathizigg and co-operating’

all that
for three

been

of the school.

1871, and have become world

renowned.

weeks,

beautiful and commanding,

cases were all the circumstances kniwn,

on earnest temperance

land.

pro-

and

wines.

workers

there are

An

excessive

rainfall and the soil thoroughly

saturated

This

as the

again

the

chief disease.
be

one

of the

is a delightful

month

at

all

several,

sad cases,

teaching

poi-

impressive

mountain sanilaria, sod after such a protracted rainy season, a few weeks on

ships of

travel,

still so

distinct

in

provides

through

by

a

BY REV.
0

Nashville, Tennesee, i8 now called" the
tt Athens” of the South; perhaps properly
80, for

certainly

the

educational

forces

are numerous and powerful. There are
three colleges for the education of the
colored people.
The Episcopal Methodists, South, have
established one, which is attended by
several hundred pupils, The Baptists
also have a flourishing institution largely
attended, with good buildings and numerous facilities.
:

the

The most extensive work is done, however, in ‘Fisk University,” under the

supervision of the American Missionary
Association of Congregationalists,
school was

opened

in Jan.

The

1866,

in

a

building, which had been used as a U. S.

Hospital.

The Association purchased the

building and grounds for $16.000.

Rev’s

E. M. Cravath, who is still President, and

E. P. Smith were the first teachers.
Clinton B. Fisk, now of New

Gen.

York,

was

then in command of the Freedmen's
Bureau, at Nashville. He entered heartily into the work of helping to establish
the school, and doing so muchas he did,
it was called the Fisk School, and after-

the faithfulness of some of the men. I
never saw more devoted or delightful
application to Biblical study anywhere

wards incorporated, in 1867, as Fisk

Uni-

versity. The school has prospered’ from
its inception and has enjoyed a’ growing
success; for fifteen years. It occupied the

than some of these men have shown.
But there have’ been severe trials as well,
and some very dark days.
Still, why
should we murmur, for we came to work

Hospital buildings for ten years, when they
were found inadequate to accommodate

for the weak, and to help the erring back: the rapid increase of students; and

were

The

prob-

up for selution,—How

shall

to rectitude. ©
i
The world moves, and we daily see
proofs of it. We were riding through
one of the chief hagars of this city to-da

also rapidly going to decay.

on & girls’ school. Checking our horses
we asked a bright child whether the master could be seen. = The pundit appeared.
at the door, and said «in Bengali. ‘This

the founding of the institution to train and

lem came

the means be raised to erect new and
commodious buildings? Providence algoes

ways

events.

before

important

coming

Mr. George L. White began at

developa few select voices in vocal mugic.

This little band

afterward

the famous** Jubilee Singers.”

became

A varie:

ty of circumstances indicated that Mr.
White's company of singers was tho
best means of securing one new baild;

“

i

voice

building,

another house two

reading.
ing

as an

visit

four

and

to her in a hard, harsh

a sad, wistful face like a child who
These widows were
lost its mother.

MEDICAL MISSIONARY WORK.
The mission of our Saviour was in part,
at least, to the bodies.of men. ¢¢ He went
about doing good, and healing all that

were Oppressed of the devil.”

This part

of the work is carried ob by our brethren
in India at the stations and on their
preaching tours. A free dispensary has
been maintained at Midnapore for more
than forty years, aud it has had branches
at other places. When the medical missionary is out on a preaching tour, a well-

filled medicine-chest is a part of his outfit,

my observation, is that of the common
school system, adopted by the legislature of
working.

for whites

and blacks, though separate, in city and

town and country. I saw both in Nashville and in the surrounding country,
crowds of colored children pressing their
way to these schools. Unfortunateiy, for
the interests in the future of ‘the whites,
I was informed, and appearances seemed
to indicate it, that the colored chil-

free schopls more

and the treatment of disease often opens
the way to religions instruction.
Our
medical force in the field will soon receive
an

important

idly. The second cotlon mill is being
erected in Nashville, and other manufacturing establishments are going up, the

population is steadily increasing, the ag-

ricultural aud fruit growing interests are
rapidly progressing on the rugged hills
and in the fertile valleys of Tennessee.

Who can imagine what 8 grand ccuntry
and mighty nation ours will be, when the
second centennial shall be observed,
when the *‘ Sunny South” and the vast
western territory have been redeemed
and improved, especially if evangelical

addition

in

the

person

of

Miss Nellie Phillips, now on the way, as
our readers know.
She is the first lady
gent out by our Board who has received a
medical education, and we anticipate most
excellent results from the service site will
be able to render.

This department should

be kept well up in efficiency 3s

an

impor-

tant adjunct of the work in hand.
PROGRESS

IN

MIS

—

of Prof. Christlieb, the
i

generally than those of white families.
The ‘‘ new South,” is progressing rap-

nd

divine, who has given

great attention to the subject, some facts
in regard

the work

to the progress already made in

of Christian Missions

may be

stated with confidence. At the close of
the last century there were only seven
now
Societies;
Protestant Missionary
of
Some
seventy.
than
more
are
there
thesé are among the converts from heathemselves, Who are, in many
thénism
cases, among the moat active propagators
of missionary enterprises. At the time
there were only about 170 or-/
mentioned
dained mi¥sionaries; the number to day is
and
Earopeans
ordained
about 2,400

Americans. In addition to these there are
many hundreds of native preachers, and

0

“

the
She

work.”

ifyiog fact, educationally, that came under

these

out

never allowed to learn although they were
always near, paying great attention while
their more fortunate little sister learned
first to read and then a few Kinds of

Departments of this great and growing
University. Would that wealthy Free
will Baptists and others might be numerous Vanderbilts to all the colleges and
schools of the F. B. denomination.
- One of the most, perhaps the most grat-

dren attended

I poured

She had hidden somewhere

he called

had
‘had

ago,

cal, Law, Medical, Pharmacy and Dental

It has established free schools,

The air was hot and close, makde cologne refreshing.

very nice-looking persons, especially
younger who appeared about fifteen.

endowment

successful

were sitting

.vealed a sweet, queenly looking child some
eleven years old.
The widows had been
the wives of the babu’s brothers, and were

commodating 160 of them, with room and
boarding
facilities,
and
a Gymnasium, 90 by 60 feet. Thus we find
abundant and ample facilities for the
use of 632 students in the Academic Bibli-

its

mothers

tone, using a low epithet. Instantly a little bending figure, shrouded from head to
foot, glided into the middle of the room
and'stood steck still. The gentleman expressed himself in florid English about my
great kindness in being willing to teach
his ignorant little wife, and presently with
a stately air walked out of the room.
Then came the ¢ after play.” Two pretty
widows emerged from some unobserved
recess, unveiled the little figure, and re-

natural sciences,
Wesley Hall,
use of theological students, ac-

Tennessee, and

eau

apartments.

William H. Vanderbilt has given $200,000, which have been éxpended in erecting and furnishing three additional buildings— Science Hall, exclusively devoted
to the
for the

in-

pleased her, and was going to do the same
to the other’ woman’s when she suddenly
drew back with a protest. The daughter
said, ¢ She has not bathed to-day!’
¢ In orthodox Hindu houses we have noticed that the women are treated by their
husbands as inferior beings. An English
educated babu, high up in Government
employ, asked me to teach his child-wife.
On going to the house, the gentleman
went in to show me the wife in her own

The other
years

and

some on one of the woman's sarees Which

with ample grounds, were erected for'the
use of professors, including a specially
tine one for the use of Bishop McTyeire,
who,
as Mr.
Vanderbilt required,
should be continued, during his lifelime, at the head of the Board of Trustees

Since my

from outside, ¢ Sara’!

my temper was getting short, and came to

which was being in closed when I recent-

fund.

establishment was

the rescue, saying the word was the pupil’s husband’s name!
The same thing
has happened several times. One day in

ly visited it. The length is 203 ft., width
60 ft.. It will contain 25 public rooms and
dormitories for 120 students.

$600 000 are invested

8. D. BATES

a

.

Missionary Helper for 1882.

monthly?

As yet, we have only about 3,600—

still minus 1,400! We imploringly ask our
agents and other friends of the Helper to put
forth their most earnest efforts till the first of
January, and afterwards also, not only to secure the renewal of their old subscribers, but

to obtain as many additional ones as possible.
The

entire sisterhood

of

the

Free

Baptist

churches needs to be acquainted with the mis~
sionary intelligence its pages

them.

would

carry

to

The spreading of definite: information’.

concerning the terrible needs of the
without the gospel, and the wonderful
God is working through the agency of
aries, in dark corners of the earth that

nations
changes
mission~
for ages

have been full of the habitations of cruelty,

will do more than any thing else to arouse or
deepen interest in the World’s evangelization.
Will our pastors lend a helping
hand, espe-

cially in the churches where the

Helper has no

agent, by encouraging the sisters to torm clubs
and otherwise aiding them, as the only ean?
Who will now give a day’s work—a week’s

work—for Jesus, in labor to extend the cireuand veranda, and went up stairs on some
of the Helper?
Who!-M., M. H.
errand, was gone a minute and then came | lation
HILLS.
down and went out. The ladies came out
Giving.
smiling and went on with their lessons.
We think this whole matter of giving is pud
One day a pupil spelled an easy word but
so high sometimes that it gets clear out of sight
did not pronounce it, and: persisted in her of common people. We love now and then to
refusal while a silly smile covered her put it down upon the basis of common virtues
face. A girl silting near seemed to think and moralities and see how it looks.

munificent

second

The

stantly the ladies were not, having vanished into a’room opening on the veranda
where they were sitting. A man came in,
apparently a servant, crossed the court

Providence

the

The

hea

Where are the 5,000 subscribers which, two
years ago, we asked for, and had hoped to secure, to enable the Woman’s Board to change
our bi-montbly missionary magazine to a

‘‘In a certain house two intelligent ladies are learning. One day I was startled

are, inadequate for

this juncture,

and the Executive Committee.

. NASHVILLE SCHOOLS.

the

hills are wonderfully reviving to the
worn and weary constitution. The steamengine with its precious freight now
climbs to the very summit of Darjeeling,
full seven thousand miles from the level
of the sea, so that the unnumbered hard-

At

to erect and furnish

lessons, since I returned three years ago.
I wish we had men like Gough or Neal
Dow to stir European society in India on
this great subject.
J. L. P.

our

inci-

that house was rather a failure.

can dispose of in the course of a single
One mile south of Fisk, is the great
eveningis astonishing. Then there are | Vanderbilt University, for the education
the clubs, where men meet for amuse-’ of white students, under the, auspices of
ment, and drink uncounted bottles of
the Methodist E. Church, South.
The
the fiery fatal stuff.
older Vanderbilt gave one million of dolSo far as I am able to judge, the medilars to found this institution. Four huncal profession in India is a long way be- dred thousand were expended in the purhind the best practice in America and
chase of 75 acres of land ¢¢ beautiful for
England tn the matter of prescribing
situation,” on a level with ¢¢ Capital Hill”
spirituous drinks. Another decade should
from their elevation affording fine views
bring a complete revolution in this departon every side, and in the erection of
ment. In a climate like that of India University Hall, four stories in hight,
the excessive use of strong drink socially,
one hundred and ninety feet front by sixty
habitually and medicinally is sending
feet, and one hundred aud forty feet deep.
many wen and women to their graves. I
‘The furnishing is beyond description.
could fill pages with illustrations of this
The library is large and growing, the apremark. ‘Even so small dnd quiet a staparatus, of every kind, very rich and extion as Midnapore sees mach of the feartensive, the cabinet and museum, &c.,
ful fruit of intemperance.
We have had superb. Ten beautiful brick residences,

causes

interesting

na court for the two families. Of course
the husbands came and went as they liked.
One of the ladies was our pupil, and she
was apparently always listening for her
brother-in-law’s footsteps; and the whole
place being so small her sudden dodges
and vanishes were to say the least surprising- One. day I asked her if she was
afraid of her brother. She answered that
she had never seen him!
The teaching in

donation of Mrs. V. G. Stone, of Malden,
Mass., amounting to $60,000, with which

son, that some of our friends, even ladies,

some

"Many

from

two millions,

and the work is going on with great and
increasing rapidity.
:
We might cite other interesting and important results of Dr. Christlieb’s investi~
gations, but they all go to show the value
and importance of this department of
Christian work when judged by the results. To God he all the glory. -

rather small, and’ there was but one zena-

it

Hall, ample as they
their. use.

The number of glasses of ome

kind and another of this fashiondble

to look up and take

:

Lie

»

their families.

to

The increase of students has already
rendered the accomodations of Jubilee

fashionable dinners could not be complete

heat

in India.

hi

different classes.

number of converts

thenism is, probably, nearly

an society :
“A few years ago in ope of our zenana
houses lived two married brothers with

all the conveniences of water, steam, gas,
&c.
The singers have also, by solicita-

tinued violation of the laws of health one

nounced

The total

ZENANA WORK.

work

the south of 128 feet, and is supplied with

death would not be looked upon as so
sudden. When by direct and long con-

in extending

:

eurs and workers of

2
BY REV. G, 0. WATERMAN,

Our readers are aware that this has
J.come to bea very impd¥tant part of the

in honor

the city, on the east, of 145 feet,

speaking boldly but judiciously, without ages range from six and seven to twelve
od

MISSION WORK."

4
CONDUCTED

50.

they are assisted in their work by at least
125,000 lay preachers, teachers, catechiste
and helpers. This does net include the:
great number of female missionary agents,’
private missionaries, lay-helpers, colport—

TTT

and to’ erect

thereon ¢ Jubilee Hall” named

in . this way.

times upon hearing harsh judgment

shall

from the proceeds of concerts given in
dents are met with_by our missionaries in
this country and in
Europe, they raised
carrying on this work.: Some of their exmoney sufficient to parchase twenty-five periences are: gratifying and some are
acres of landgeone and a quarter miles quite the reverse. From the, Annual Renorthwest of the capital building, on the port we select a few: which will help our
forvier site of Fort Gillem, a position friends to understand some phases of Indi-

mon in this country, but in someof these

chil-

education

keep pace with *¢ the march of Empire.”

|

———

NO

religion and a sanctified

With much hesitation and

of the singers. It is a magnificent building, five stories in hight, a front toward

the subinfluence
be found
is the Hindoo girls’ school of Midnapore.”
with the “How mdny pupils have you P” ¢* Fhirtyof the age, two.” “How old are they?” ¢ Their

- great reform movements

14, 1881.

Sudden deaths are by no means uncom-

belonging to the sphere of its proper soon aftéFJtyith and suddenly came -

work, and point-out and discuss,

‘He had

eas

the need ofan earnest effort to secure. increased facilities to forward
the interests

first.

ailing for several

one dreamed of her dying

memory of travelers of earlier days, are
quite unknown. It will now be the prowill be appreciated, but as to which we
per thing for people to go to the hills in
make no specifications at this time, pre- the hot weather. Even the babus are
ferriog to have it appear at the end of the beginning to iurn their pale- faces towards the snows during the Durga poojah
coming year that we have dome more,
vacation. In fact the rajah of Durbhunga
rather than less, than was promised at
has been sending up thirteen pairs of his
the beginning.
boys for a change. of air and scene!
A full list ot special correspondents What next?
:
inThe third annual session of the Bible
and contributors is preparing which
oludes the names of well-known favor- School closed on the 18th inst. Counting
out the few days recess in June, we have
ites of the readers of the Star. New
had full seven months of study this year.
names are to be added which cannot fail There have been nineteen young men in
to give increased variety and strength the school, and nearly all being married
to the list.
We
do
not - hesitate their wives have also been under instructo. assure our readers that they shall tion, I need not here anticipate the anget from the best hearts and heads nual report in speaking of this term of
study. There has been much in it of a
whose services we can secure articles and decidedly cheering character, and I have
communications that shall be timely, for- ‘had abundant occasion to thank God for

progress of the providences of God.

the;

and was said to have dyspepsia, but no

of this. We have had a very long and
tedious rainy season.
Four of our working force at this station are now enjoying wellwarned rest
at Darjeeling, Mrs. and Miss Bucheler
and Misses
Hooper
and
Phillips:

Phillips,

departments will continue under

and even the

While I write,

with water, may

respondent and write/frequently for our
columns. Moreover, letters-may be expected as usual from Dr.

have a

She had, been

ill and languishing ones in almost every
white household at this station. Since
Mrs. Lawrence died, almost every lady
in the city has been ill, and some of the
gentlemen too.
Fever of a malignant
type with marked cerebral symptoms has

Fullonton,D. D., Rev. J.J. Butler, D.D.,
D,,

girls are from

MIDNAPORE, Oct. 25, 1881.
without a well assorted supply of foreign
charming cool breeze has come at.

district.

for 1882 the following names : Rev. John
Ball, D.

"-

years the treasurer and business manager of the University, and keenly felt

as we rode on.
Ya
Our quiet station has been startled this
evening by the sudden death of an English lady, the wife of a Hengal civilian.

season in Midnapore.
I have known
nothing like it during my residence in the

We announce as editorial contributors

H.

was hoped for.

fawilies,” the daughters of Brahmins and
Kayastas. = Their fathers are in govern-

‘This has been a remarkably unhealthy

subscription of new friends and readers.

Rev. G.

words
!. These

fresh courage. “Thank God for the north
wind,” thousands and tens of thousands
of grateful hearts are saying all over
this sunny land to-day. How could foreigners live snd work here without it?

basis

the

the
upon which w¢ ask
and
ibers
subscr
favor of old

we

all Pres Baptist
We shall strive

themselves

we are Reginning

to

{ prospectus,
terms,

as

last, and after months of sweltering

wish,

We

ing, which was at that time,

‘Indeed, and are none of

them married
yet? ¢¢ Not one of them,”
answered
the pundit, and added, ‘‘we are
getting
more civilized.”
Significant

INDIA LETTER.

+h

volume.

and fourteen.”

the light of our Star until it shall shine, by their brethren in the church. Many
as most surely it should right speedily,
in | ministers in India are wine-bibbers, and
such men cannot be expected to help fortwice or thrice ten thousand homes.
ward a temperance movement.
Wine
>-ro
flows freely at Christian weddings, and

Touches the hem, and is made whole!
~— Harriet Prescott Spofford in Companion,

new

:

tion, secured books, apparatus,’ works of
30 reduces his strength and vitality as to art and collections for the museum. Over
to make it sound in doctrine, fresh and | become a chronic invalid in the prime of | 350 students have been in attendance the
life, what wonder that disease brings ‘past year. Since 1875 small classes have
forcible in its utterances, able in all its
quick death, or that the physical frame, graduated from the Classical and Secientidepartments, Above reproach as to the
long crushed and abused, surrenders at fie, a larger number from the Normal
quality of its advertisements, devout and last without a moment's warning to the and some from the Theological Departcharitable in its spirit; and will not you,
fell destroyer? Particularly -is this the ments. The institution is evidently aimbrethren
and
friends,
whoever and case where habits of intemperance have ing to carry out the true idea of educatWe ing colored people, to be the teachers
wherever youare, help to make it increas- supped the foundations of health.
have frequent illustrations of this in In- and preachers among their own race, both
ingly strong in its subscription list and
dia in the European community.
in America and in Africa. Already five
wide in its circulation?
~~.
; - The temperance movement is in its in- have gone to Africa as missionaries, and
Christians even one young man has come to the Univer:
We call especial attention to the very fancy with us. Few
among
our
Europeans
believe
in it. The sity from the Mendi Mission, on the west
liberal terms on which the agent is now
men
and
women
who
do
believe
and ad- coast of Africa, to complete a course of
offering the paper to subscribers, and
yocate if are counted enthusiasts or ‘‘gone study and return to ‘work in his native
urge once more that both ministry and in the head.” I have been pained many

In the garden of Gethsemane.

the

bs

«Not as yet, but they will begin it very
soon. We have an English master engaged.” Good bye to Hinduism, we
said,

rian bigotry it is the. organ of a de-

‘To-night, as on all Christmas eves,

of

—

During nearly seven years of labor, and

‘while the Star knows nothing of secta-

AT OHRISTMAS-TIDE.

ning

i

many doubts, the company set out in Oct.

the melioration of human society and the
salvation of imperiled souls. . On this
if paid strictly
the
aia Twin
ground. we do not hesitate to ask en$3.50 if not.
| trance wherever there is a hometo admit
as. We shall also loyally remember that

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1881.

.

E

“Do
tire Gospel, declaring its great truths ford p ment offices and draw good pay.”
"these children study English?” I asked.

\

The Morning Star.

Once trodden

:

undue heat and yet with firmness, the
message which from the beginning of its

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,

-

-

THE MORNING STAR, DOVER, N. H., DECEMBER

VOL. LVL
THE

.

Ld

»

Motives, springing from the highest spiritual
insight and experience, are good and always in

order, but they are not essential to a fair judgment nor to proper action in this matter. A
man may have much less than John's spirituality or Pauls experience to decide that there is
a glaring inconsistency in praying for the

building up of God's kingdom on the earth,
and then withholding the means necessary to
that end; in praying that the gospel may fly to
earth’s remotest bound, and then refusing to
contribute to the amount of a single wing

featner to help its flight.
It does not take a great deal of spiritual in-

sight to see that we cannot serve God
mammon-at the same time in
with advantage, any more than
own hearts, and that if the Judas
carries the bag, there is going to

and

our churches
we can in our
of worldliness
be a betrayal

of the Master some day. The most common of
common-sense judgment is all that is needed
for so simple a conclusion.
And it is not necessarily any high revelation
required, but only an appreciation and approval of equure dealing, to convine¢' us that a
church must so raise its money, and to such
amounts, that it will be able to do its share towards carrying on the great work of evangelizing the world.
In these days of missionary spirit every
church is to broaden out its parish lines until
they meet only at the antipodes, - All the dark
places of the earth belong to us to do something for, to do what we can for, and we
are not to raise our money nor use ib
is negthis part of the work
so that
lected. To cheat the heathen out of his porTo help
tion of the gospel: is an immorality.
carry the gospel to the heathen in the uttermost part. of the earth must be accepted by
every church as a part of its moral obligation.
This may make it neccessary to pul less expense into church choirs, into adornments and
improvements—ibat the minister and the sexton shall rereive smaller salaries. So be it;
let the whole field be looked over, and let each

the share

receive

adapted

him.

to

good morals in this matter.—Am.

THE PRESIDENT'S

is

This

Missionary.

MESSAGE.

In the opening of his recent message to Congress, Pres. Arthur makes tender and graceful mention of the death of Garfield and the na~

tion’s grief.

He then speaks briefly of the dip-

lomatic relations between the United States
“ The feeling of good-will beand England.
tween our own government and that of Great
Britain was never more marked than at present.” Touching on the relations hetween our
country and France he remarks, “ The presence at the Yorktown celebration of represent

descendants of Lafayette’

atives of republican

and his gallant compatriots who were our ailies in the revolution, has served to strengthen
the spirit of good-will which has always existed between the two nations.” He goes on to
mention the equally amicable relations existing between the U. 8. and Germany, Spain,
Russia, Italy, other European powers, tbe
states of Central and of South America, China,
* This government sees with
and Japan.
great concern the continuance of the hostile
situation between Chili, Bolivia and Peru. An
early peace between these republics is much
to be desired, not enly thatthey may them-

selves be spared further misery and bloodshed,
but because their continued antagonism threat-

ens consequences which are in my judgment
dangerous to the interests of republican govthis continent, and calculated
ernment on
to destroy the best elements of ourfree and
As in the ' present
civilization,
peaceful

excited condition and peculiar feeling in these

misapbeen serious
countries there has
the position of the United
of
prehension
interas separate diplomatic
States, and
courge with each through independent minisof
want
the
to
owing
subject,
ters is sometimes
prompt reciprocal communication, to temporary misunderstanding, I have deemed it judipt foi ut the present time to send a special

envoy accredited to ull and each of them and
furnished with general instructions which will,
1 trust, enable him to bring these powers into
friendly relations.”
As tothe report of the See, of the Treasury,
he says, ‘¢ It represents in detail a highly satis-

factory exhibit of the state ofsthe finunce and
the condition of the' various branches of the

public service administered by that departwent.” **I approve the recommendation of
provision be
the secretary of the treasury, that

made tor the early retirement of

penled.”

silver certifi-

their issue be re-

cutes,and that the act requiring

*‘For the reasons which be specifies, 1

whneur fn the secretury’s recommendation thas

the provision for the coinageof a fixed amount
each

month

be

repealed, and

thut

hereafier

only so much be coined as shall be necessary to

supply

the

demand,

The

secretary

advises

that \be issuen of gold certifieates should
[Continued on eighth page. |
|
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Sunday-Sehool
(For Questions

THE TEACHER'S ART OF PUTTING
THINGS.

Lesson.--Dee.

25.

see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)
\

THE BABE

AND THE KING.

DAILY

The teacher has the matter of next
Sabbath’s lesson in his mind.
How shall
he so state it, question his class, illustrate

and

apply

the truths,

endeavor so to speak that
2:

:

The king rejected. Luke 23: 1—24.~
Tht king triumphant, Mark 16: 1-20.

GOLDEN TEXT: —* Of whom Moses in the
, write, Jesus of
law, and the prophetsdud
Nazareth.,”—John 1: 45.
Isaiah 9:6,

7.

Torics— The wonderful names;

The won-

derful kingdom.

can-

all else,

clearness.

Paul

five words with my understanding, that
by my voice I might teach others also,
than ten thousand words in” an unknown
tongue.”

The second quality of style isi force, t.
e., energy, liveliness and strength.
One of the strongest evidences of the | The third quality of style is beauty.
To acquire clearness, form in your
truth of the Bible and the divine origin
of Christianity is found in the fulfillment mind clear ideas. Whenever you think
of prophecy. Among those whose pre- clearly and your heart isin it, you will
dictions and discourses form a part of the teach clearly. Use plain words, and good
Scriptures, none take a higher rank than illustrations. Study the style of Jesus;
Isaiah, the author of our lesson. He lived from Christ learn to state truth concretely
;
more than seven hundred years before the —not abstractly.
Sometimes use hard words to make
birth of Christ. His public and official
ministry extended over a period of fifty your scholars think. Afterward explain
or sixty years, during which time four them, and pray for great plainness. of
different kings occupied the throne of the speech.
Jewish nation.

His name signifies ** the

salvation of the Lord,” and indicates, te
some extent, the subject of his prophecies.
He was a man of strongand rugged traits
of character, with which was mingled
great tenderness of spirit. He was bold
in rebuking the sins of his age, and
earnest in exhorting the people to reform.
His prophecies were clothed in language
of great force and beauty, often

rising to

strains of the highest eloquence.
¢ The
earlier verses of this chapter describe a
brighter time coming to Israel and to the
world, the promised triumph of God and
goodness, universal peace and

good-will,

which: are now being fulfilled, and will
have have their complete fulfillment in
the final triumph of Christianity. The
assurance of all this and the means are
described in the lesson.
They came
through the birth of Christ.”—Peloubet.
The

wonderful

names.

There can

be no reasonable doubt as to the reference
in these verses. It has been generally
conceded that they refer to the Messiah.
The prophet, before whose eye all the
future was unrolled, saw, in the far away

age, the Hope of Israel, and at once gave
a description of his character, as it was
revealed to his mind, in the series of

names which he here applies to him. So
distinct was his view of the coming
Prince that he spoke of him as already

“born. "He was to be * unto”

Israel, a

defender and supporter, the gift of God;
the maintenance of the government shall
upon

him, as one carries a burden

upon his shuulder; that is, he should be a
king, ruling over his subjects with power
and authority. The Messiah is often thus
spoken of in the Scriptures. ¢ He shall
be called the Wonderful,” on account of
the remarkable qualities grouped together
in his character;
the ‘¢ Counsellor,”

worthy

to stand

among

princes and to

give advice on all subjects under their
consideration; the ‘ mighty God,” as
possessing the attributesfof “deity; the
“¢ everlasting Father,” as being one with
him, enduring forever, and exercising
the-powers ascribed by the Hebrews to
a father, ruler or

counselor;

the

Prince

-of Peace, as being a peaceful prince, one
whose rule would tend to restore aid
aaintain peace in the world. The beauty,
richness and suggestiveness of this passage, make it one of the most eloquent
in the Word of God. It awakens the most
delightful anticipations of the time when
he who is thus described, by one whose
eye was divinely opened, shall reign in
the fullness of his power over all the
earth.
I.
The wonderful kingdom. It might
reasonably be expected that the government of such a prince would extend,

both

in time and space, continuing forever and
finally covering the whole earth, The
peace brought in by his administration
will be perpetual ; ‘the government built
upon the foundations laid by him will
endure forever. It will be characterized
by the maintenance of the principles of

righteousness and justice. The establish
ment of this

kingdom

isan

object

of

intense desire on the part of Jehovah,
and this is the guarantee of its certainty.
That which so interests the Almighty
ought not to be lightly regarded by men.
We ought to be awake to its importance
and ever active in seeking to promote

realization.

its

;

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.8.

1.

Jesus Christ was born a child,

and

To acquire force. so turn over the truth
in your mind that, as you muse, the fire
‘will burn.
Out of the fullness of the

heart the mouth speaketh. Seek the aid
of God's spirit to demonstrate the truth
with power to you avd the class, and
deeply imbue yourself with the energy of
the Bible style.
To acquire beauty of style, read prayerfully the most beautiful passages of the
Bible; cultivate love for your scholars
and let it form your style; yet, never
sacrifice clearness or force to -beauty.—
Westminster Teacher.
-|
Nr.
_;,e

iP ;

CHILDREN ATTENDING CHURCH.
Why don’t the children attend the regular services of the church?
A good many people think it is because they go to Sunday-school, and consider that their church; and, therefore,
they need not go to the grown folks’
church.

Our opinion and belietis, that the children who go to Sunday-school are the very
ones most likely to attend church services:
Iddeed, it will
be found as a
general thing, that all the children. who

attend
preaching,
are Sunday-school
children.
And a great many more children attend
preaching than is generally supposed. In
the church where we worship, we have
often, during morning services, counted
a dozen children in one direction, without

moving the eyes; and still another dozen
in another direction, without moving the
eyes. The young people were these in
large numbers;

yet,

a casual

observer

would not have noticed them.
Inference: The Sunday-school helps
greatly to secure the attendance of the

young on preaching services.
Where the
sider that the
do not attend
vices are not

fault lies mainly. We conmain reason why children
preaching is, that the sermade sufficiently attractive

to them, nor brought

prehension.

within

their

com-

Let this be done to a greater

extent.

What else is needed”? 1. The paseniy
must use their influence and authority. 2
The teachers and officers of the NY
and pastor of the church, should make all
proper efforts to secure their attendance.
3. Have the school hour before church
services in the morning,

and

constantly

invite the scholars to atiend.
What will not bring the children to
church? Scolding and grumbling. Pleasant invitations and attractive sermons
will do more good.
What will tend to retain them? *Interesting, lively, picturesque sermons, fall
of the gospel, and simple in style.
What will tend to stop their attendance?
Long, dry, doctrinal sermons, which they
can’t understand.—
Kind Words.

The

the Congregationalist.)

Sunday-school

of the

Church

of

JACKSON.

The invisible things of God, even his
eternal power and Godhead, are clearly
seen in all the wonderful and sublime
works'of

the universe.

Christian Endeavor, Rev. W. F. Cralts,

The. power, wis-

dom, and goodness of God are all demonstrated and illustrated in the vast ma-

chinery and handiwork of the creation.
‘The less enlightened of the human race
have studied
his works and have

felt the potency and
within

them,

workings of a law

which: has

rendered

responsible to its teachings

them

gnd demands.

The Gentiles, who substituted dumb idols

in place of the true Ged, were without
excuse; for they were held responsible
for all their acts in proportion to the
knowledge which ‘hey derived from the
lightof nature.
When the Gentiles, which have not the
law, do by nature things contained in the
law, these, having not the law, are a law
unto themselves; which show the work
of the law written in their hearts, their
conscience ‘also
bearing
witness, and

their thoughts the meanwhile accusing
or else excusing one another.
‘For
as many as have sinned without law
shall also perish without law; and as
many as have sinned in the law shall
be judged by the law, in the day when
God shall judge the secrets of men by Je-

sus Christ.”

The light of nature without

revelation teaches that man

is responsi-

ble to the Supreme Being for his actions,
whether they be good or bad. As a vicious course of life produces pain and unhappiness, and as a virtuous course produces happiness and pleasure, man is
taught here by these laws of nature what
is the will of his Creator in regard to
him, as an intelligent being. He feels
condemned for

justified

for

the practice of vice, and

the

practice

of

virtue.

Hence, he is left without excuse in regard

to his conduct, and in the day of judgment he will be judged according to the

amount of knowledge and understanding
which the Creator has imparted to him
by the teachings of the light of nature.
Natural and revealed religion both
teach that God is omnipotent, omniscient
and omnipresent; that he is uncreated,
self-existent and eternal. He possesses
in himself

every

possible perfection, in-

dependent of all other beings, agencies
and existences. No capacity in the uni-

verse can comprehend: him.

He is .be-

fore all, and above all, and is an

infinite

eternity in himself. He is not dependent
upon any extraneous power to add to his
glory, or render him more exalted and
happy than he is, in his own independent
nature.
. Such a being could have existed eter-

nally without

the universe, for the uni-

verse is only the simple offspring of himself. Although his essential glory could
not be increased, nor diminished, by the
worlds he has made, yet, for the mani-

festation of his declarative glory, he has
spoken, and the universe of worlds has
come into being.

oy

14, 1881.

The material

creation,

count.

AN ADDRESS.

bright example

spond, and

re-echo his

voice.

God

has

also made himself known through the
agency of intelligent beings. To man
be has communicated his thoughts, and
to him he has revealed his holy will.
Through his chosen ambassadors he has
proclaimed to the world the great plan of
redemption, by which the fallen race can
be restored to his favor. Every soul that
is saved from sin is a reflection of the di-

vine glory, and
ment of God.
we ascend the
there we hear
God, saying, ‘
labor and- are
give you rest.

a moral star in the firmaFrom the arena of nature
summit of Calvary, and
the voice of the Son of
Come unto me all ye that
heavy laden, and I will
Take my yoke upon you,

me, for I am meek and low-

truth and devotion as, on the seventh day,

and as her State representative,

as in other places of

trust.

sehiools no pupil receives a mark: of perfect scholarship unless he has attended

one

ws ei

of

her oldest citizens, he had faithfully cared
for

her

interests

and

rejoiced

in

her

the

on home,” and gave from

his

knowing that he carried a parting gift

richest gifts to the church and the world,
in the person of those who survive him
and the larger number thac heaven has

from one of his fellow travelers.
When
he reached home he ‘felt in his pockets, as
his custom was before putting aside his
top coat, and took out the little book.
He read the title. Then in a rage he

this

circle

already gathered to its bosom

from the

circle of the earthly home.
Of him as

a

Christian

man,

member

life was here rendered. On the fourth of
February,
1838, he becamé a member of

Maker, and brought guilt and condemna-

tion upon himself.

And is there no par-

don, no remission,
no ‘redemption ?
Hark! ‘and hear that voice from Calvary,

“ Father, forgive them, for they know not

what they. do.” To-day, thou shalt be

She waited,

FE.

growth and prosperity.
Of his domestic lite and relations—the
inner sanctuary—it is not mine to speak.
That belongs exclusively to those who
hold the rich hritage of his personal virtues. I may only say, ‘He leaned a
trusting hand on heaven, a gentle heart

all the relations of life. But if he violates her laws in any respect, she is sure

best.

we

know

business to conform to his
church’ and ‘Christian life.”
upon entering the church he
a teacher in the ‘Sunday-

but

not

there

was

return.

no

How evil is wrought for want of thought,
As well as want of heart.”

—Chris, Union.
G0 TO JESUS.

We often worry,

like the

disciples,

about the best means of feeding our

and

souls, or of bringing the gospel bread to
needy souls around us. We invent new

his absence, the

methods, we try all manner of devices:
we get up all * attractions” in the sanct-

thing on one of the torn pieces that led
home again, he found them on his table;
He rang the bell immediately to summon

uary angl the Sabbath-school ; we go to
all sorts of *‘ villages to buy.” Oh, if we

only sit down with Jesus and accept what
he bestows, with his rich blessings on it!
Oh, if congregations would sit and receive

his domestic.
the gospel of life from their own Shep“Molly,” he said angrily, “is this herd, and pray over it, and practice it!
your work?”
If teachers would only aim more to keep
Half frightened, the girl confessed that their classes sitting quietly at the feet of

praise

“‘He was one of those men that always

planned his
duty to the
Immediately
was chosen

in,

her to pick them all up, and save them;
and at night, when the gentleman came

person-

Said one of our oldest embers to me,

been

The next day, during

Cyrus. Latham, was chosen and ordained

absent, never unless under necessity.

bad

servant, in clearing the grate, Saw some-

a most valuable acquisition.
January 1, 1841, he, together with Mr.

in the
Howe
seldom

he

flung them into the fire-place.

this church, during the pastorate of Rev.
Mr. Thurston, and has ever been to her

Long before I knew

company

tore the leaves and cover into pieces

him

The most valuable service of his

as deacon.

and

|

she had taken out the papers.
“ And what did you do that for? + Why

didn’t you destroy them?
* Please,
the scraps,
them;
I
know.”
«Leave
and Molly

!

sir, I saw ‘ Eternity’ on one of
ard I thought it a pity to burn
Wioaghy magbe
you didn't
the room!" said the master,
was glad enotigh to go.

Jesus, to take in his truth, and to think
about it! The transcendent truth of the
new birth was revealed to Nicodemus
when he sat as an inquirer at the Sa-

viour’s feet, The woman of Sychar found
the well of salvation only waiting to be
(taught by the Great Teacher. The most
zealous worker needs to have instruction,
prayer, reflection, and heart-converse
with God, or else he will become super-

with me in paradise.” Likewise the school , and afterwards its superintendent, i -As soon as he was alone, the angry
prophet ‘exclaims, “Let the wicked for- and in one of these capacities ‘he has’ al- man began’ to ‘gather up thé pieces, ficial and shallow. Like Mary, he must
suke his ways, aud the unrighteous man ways served. this institution. ‘Daring the thinking ‘as he did so of the word ** Eter- sit down with Jesus, and gain deep

) Hi The |“two-fold. matare of Jesus
Chest.
| public worship at lenst: once on the: Sab- “his thoughts, and let him return unto the
the pare -— extent, of Christ bath.
!
Lord who will
have mercy upon him,
1 abundantly
The Sundapisttioold at Norwalk Conn, . and to our God for he
proposes to nse the mew revision next ‘pirdon,” Jesus has given his life as a
8
a bundred copies from the Ox- ransom for all, ‘and now he says, ‘* Look
3 canin the world, Jou and
Doak the good JOR
ord
press
have been distributed by the unto me all ye ends of the earth and be
possias
it
about
noise
Tite:
as
make
and
}
ye saved, " 5
superintendent.

8

hihi

as well

As

and officer of the church

He has transgressed the divine law of his

was a ed in matching all the scraps, and then

She spoke, of it, and the careless answer
AN IMPRESSIVE WORD.
A sermon powerful enough to lead at was, ‘‘ Ohy you can always have money
least one man to a new and better life when you want it,” which wasn't true.
was once delivered in a quiet way by an So, weary and “discouraged, she closed
officer in the London Post-Office. His her bank account and shut up_her soul.
name was Blackwood. He was on one They were rich and spent money freely, ©
of his customary trips into Surrey, and. and her bills could always be paid, but
her own was gone.
was riding on the top of a stage coach.
No, I am not talking of ** seputple inThere were two other men there beterests”
at all.
sides the driver, and he made himself soIn one church service of smarrisge the
ciable, as his custom was. Gradually the
conversation turned to religious subjects. man says (and the equivalent in other
This seemed acceptable to the man services), * With all my worldly goods
who sat beside him. The talk was most- I thee endow.”
Now, when a man says this, does he
ly between the two. The third man was,
mean
it, or does he not?
however, greatly annoyed, and at the
It
is
as your correspondent says: as a
first stopping place he got off, muttering
his contempt at the ‘‘ pious cant” he bad rule, women are more careful in their expenditures than men, and quite as much
been obliged to hear.
to
be trusted. There are both men and
This exhibition of ill-nature rather inwomen who waste money ; but if a womterested than disturbed Mr. Blackwood,
for he could not help pitying a person an either knows how much she has to
who took offense so easily. As the man to spend or can have the benefit of any
turned to let himself down from the stage saving, she will, as a rule, be as faithful
top, one of his coat pockets gaped wide to her trust as any man.
In “the good time coming” perhaps
open, and Mr. Blackwood slipped a little
men
will think of these things.
Their
book into it. The title of the book was
present course, with exceptions, is but a
¢ Jiternal Life.”
The man went away glad to be rid of proof of—

he stood a faithful teacher in the Sundayschool, or earnestly in the prayer circle
urged men to repentance and faith. Here
is where he possessed the virtues of a noble life and strength of character.
Deacon Lorenzo Gilman Howe was
born in New Hampton, N. H., Feb. 26,
1810, being. the first child of a family of
twelve children. At the age of twentyone he came to this state and a year later
to Lowell, where he entered upon his
trade as builder and contractor. Sixteen

‘mitigation. But man is guilty of a high- ally of this church 1 heard of the
At the same. ‘meeting statistics were er crime than the mere violation: of nat- ‘of these men that was already
given showing that the attendance of ure’s laws. He has raised his | puny arm churches. For forty years Dea.
children at the church services is under- against the government of high heaven. has stood faithfully at his post, but
estimated... In Dr. John Hall's Sabbath,

He

he pasted them together with strips of
transparent gum-paper. The whole of
rian. He met brethren not on denomina- the little book was restored, and, being
The following address was ‘delivered tional lines, but on the broader basis of really interested by this time, he sat
He had down and read it through.
by the pastor, Rev. E. W. Porter, upon the Christian life and character.
The reading of it impressed him greatfuneral ogcasion, based upon 2 Tim. 2: convictions touching his Christian faith
and ly. He found it impossibleto banish
—<« The things that thou hast heard of that led him out of early associations
sedomestic relations and inte the fellow- | rious thoughts from his mind. The
me * * * commit thou to faithful men.”
pow‘Theme :—**The Faithfal Man.” Not only ship of another people. As a skillfal and er of the little preacher followed him for
nineteen hundred years ago was it so, but faithful servant of the city he has touched days and at length led him to give him‘from the earliest date of history, human and fashioned every one of her public self to Christ as his follower.
many
private
residences,
trusts have demanded theservice of faithful buildings,
When next he met Mr. Blackwood, it
men. The things through all the -cesta~ 50d this sacred edifice, but net for these was to surprise him with the sight of that
did he serve and build better, than for torn and patched book, and to tell him.of .
ries that have shone with clearest luster,
that have marked with brightest rec- the Christian structure of his own church. Ahe change its words had wrought in him.
Dea. Howe was a Christian of personal —Companion.
ord individual, church and national life,
+045
are integrity of character and faithfulness ¢ffort. Those employed by him knew
A LETTER SENSITIVE HUSBANDS
that he had a church home and that there
in service. - The richest legacy that men
:
NEED NOT READ.
_may leave is notin the gold they have was work to be done in the Sundayschool. They were invited there or to
There are many who, will echo the senhoarded, however honestly
gathered,
some other religions home, and a place timents of your contributor on ‘the but in their wealth of soul. To such we
commit our interests in safety. The found for them. "In this active service his money quéstion” as’ between men and
sta
d community have trusts which prayers and testimonials have been as women, and perhaps one or two thoughtcertain as the qceasions that have called ful persons will be moved by it; but will
men must hold, must carry, and he who
her insti- it do more?
does so in faithfulness is their honored the church together, while
Every now and then such an article apservant and citizen. But he who holds tutions, he, like Samuel, guarded with
pears, and plenty of women could write
:
these alone under their guardianship ren- special care.
ders not highest service to ‘his fellow" > In gifts and olferiugs hisi name has al- plenty more, bat men would be the last
ways stood among the first upon the list. persons to read them. It is impossible to
men, . Jtis when, as a Christian citizen,
he serves first the church, then the inter- Nor in her adversity was he less firm and make men understand them.
- The story is told’ of a farmer who was
ests of community and state. It is what unwavering than in her prosperity. When
you are able to say of a man after and in these hours came to her he uttered in prosperous, and whose wife had worked
early and late, as perhaps only a farmer's
addition to all that you may have said clearest. emphasis his loyalty and faith.
wife can do, and contributed her full
In
an
old
German
castle
there
is
said
concerning his high qualities as a citizen,
to the prosperity. When it was
share
to
be
a
‘huge
Jolian
harp,
made
by
in the line of Christian character and life,
that tells of his worth.
It is that that stretching massive wires from its towers suggested that her shawl was shabby, he
made the garments of a Dorcas outweigh that respond only in strongest tomes and coolly said; * Wife, do get a new shawl,
‘“ the voice of sublimest melodies to the for it looks as if I could not afford to get
both the person and armor of Alexander
giunt touch of tempest winds.” So the: decent things for you;” as if she were a
the Great, in the mind of the poet.
When the destinies of kingdoms have Christian loyalty of our brother ex- mere dependent, to be dressed at his
pressed itself most emphatically in the pleasure. Yet he meant no harm. It
been in doubt, and state and national life
hours of adversity of his church and when was only a habit he had.
has ~been
threatened,
the
weightiest
More than one woman has said, as one
things that could be thrown into the bal- the * love of others waxed cold.”
to me—and she had even luxury
said
Concerning
this
I
have
heard
him
say
ance were faithfulness and integrity of
her—*I'd give anything if I only
about
to
young
men
seeking
to
enter
our
fellowcharacter. Perpetuated life to them has
always drawn from these sources. What- ship, as he besought them to earnest la- bad a little money that was my very
ever else has united with them has been bor and sacrifice, if need be, for the own.”
Are men thoughtless, or worse? There
but secondary in the estimation of the Al- cause, ‘“I have sacrificed much for the
was
one woman who had a little money
church,
at
one
time
every
earthly
possesmighty.
sion, but I never saw the day that I which her father had given her to be re“ The deeds which selfish hearts approve,
would not repeat for her the experience served for some case of need. It was esAnd fame’s loud trumpet sings,
pecially set aside, and there was enough
Secure no praise, where truth and love
if necessary.”
Are counted noblest things.”
' Said an aged sister since his death, and to spare; for on her side she had conWhen that local paper chronicled the * There was a time when he seemed as tributed to the capital of a prosperous
business. .
sad event, to us a3 a people, that has the pillar upon which we leaned.”
brought us here to- day, and spoke of the
One day her husband asked her for
. Of these evidences there was no abating
‘‘ keen sense of public loss,” by the death during his long life of service.
He car- this money and she gave it to him, and
of our brother, it only expressed his true
ried them to its close. The last six years’ that was the end ot it. He never dreamed
worth, andiwhat are the highest qualifica- I have watched them with greatest satis- of restoring it—or perhaps could not.
And there are people who would see
tions of the citizen in the words, ** His
faction, have received from him many
steadfast devotion to principle and life- words of encouragement, and to-day I no injustice in this!
Or another woman who. had a little
long eéxemplification of the best type of mourn him as spiritual adviser and father
Christian character earned for him a. in the church. He has been the pastor's money, a special legacy from a friend,
It
measure of confidence limited only by the helper both as a personal friend and co- quite outside of any family interest.
was a satisfaction to have a little fund,
circle of his acquaintance—a confidence laborer. So we may say,
and to deny herself if she choose to give
never betrayed.”
“His work was done; and in the arms of Victory
he died;
it away.
He found not the supply of his life in
the flesh robe with a emule, so gently did
One day her hushand, knowing of her
the faithful discharge of duty, under the Dropping
he pass—
trusts committed to him, six days’ in the Gently as spirits of the flowers from out the new- little private bank account, asked for a
check, and at another time for another.
mown grass.”
week, but at the fountain of Christian

ly in heart, and ye shall find rest unto
your souls.” Nature recognizes man in

a

of loyalty.

Baptist and true to his denomination, but
he was more of 4 Christian than a secta-

Dea. Lorenzo G. Howe, : late of the
Paige St.’ Church; Lowell, Mass., died
Nov. 12, aged 71 years.

as the. embodiment of thought and power,
is the'tanginle vehicle through which he years ago he was chosen by the city as
is seen by intelligent man, David says, superintendent of public buildings. How
‘‘ The heavens declare the glory of God, faithfully he has cared for her interests
and the firmament showeth his handi- and what ability he gave to them is
work.” ¢ Day unto day uttereth speech, evinced by his continued service irregnd night unto night showeth knowl- spective of political party. The city also
edge.”
God speaks, and the elements, re- repeatedly honored him, in her councils:

pastor; is one ef the four largest in to inflict upon him the full penalty which
Brooklyn, having a membership of 1,270. he has incurred. Forgiveness and reThe library has‘ 1,400 carefully selected demption are terms entirely outside of her
volumes, and the average attendance of | wide domain. Her terms are sterh and
children at church, during the year has rigid. If her laws are trampled upon,
risen from a dozen toa hundred, by she meets out her punishments without

school, New York, the scholars who |
hhis"disciples must become as children.
iI. No names, however grand or tend morning service are occasionally |
glorious, can fully describe the character askedto stand, and about four-fifths of
| the school rise. In. twenty schools in
of the Son of God.
ay,
Il. We ought, to be. ‘helping on the New Jersey the average attendance on
any given Sabbath is found to. be. sixty‘trinmph of the Redeemer’s kogdom.
three per cent. .In one of the Lypn |
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.

DANIEL

The invisible things of Him from the

and learn of

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
( From

REV.

Bead, so that they are without excuse.

milk to babes, teaches us, above

at

BY

"REVELATION.

We should

the class

not help understanding us. Hab. 2: 2;
‘¢ Write the vision and make it plain upon
tables, that he may rur that readeth it.”
The example of our Lord himself, whom
the common people heard gladly, and
of Paul, who used great plainness of
speech and who commands us to give
in our styleto aim

GOD IN NATURE a

lesson

Notes and Hints.

rest

DECEMBER
,

Communiations.

The first made, even his eternal power and God:

| says (1 Cor, 14: 19), “I had rather speak

*

STAR,

création of the world are clearly seen,
being understood by the things that are

that the

quality of style is clearness.

Isa. 9:6, 7.

The promise to Abraham. Gen.26:1—5.
The promise to Jacob. Gen 28:.10—15.
Office of Christ. Isa.42:1-9.
Matt.
The babe born and worshiped.
1-11.

¢ And so spake, that a great multitude both
of the Jews and also of the Greeks believed.”’—
Acts 14: 1.

shill have the greatest effect?

READINGS.

Tha babe and the king.

I.

"MORNING

Ll

Ss. 3. Department.

8S.

THE

time of his teaching, over six hundred
persons. have been connected with his

class. Many of these have biden won ‘to
Christ by him and have become members
ofthe ehurch,

Dea. Howe brought
soul full of devotion

to

nity,” in spite of himself.

He could not

help looking for it; and when
found it he searched further.

he. had

His curiosity was awakened, if nothing
more. Finally, having an idle hour beto the churcha | fore him, he fell to arranging the Pieces
her

intérests,

a

as if working out a puzzle.

He succeed-

views of Jesus and of himself.—Rev. 7.
L. Cuyer.
!
.

Trio liberty consists only fn the power
of doing what we ought to will, and in
not being

constrained .to do what

ought not to will.—Jonathan Edwards.
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vale:
.
On either band rose mountains bleak and high;
Chill was the gusty air, and dark the sky;
The path was rugged, and his feet were bare;
His faded cheek was seamed by pain and care;
His heavy eyes upon the ground were cast,
‘And every step seemed feebler than the last.
The valley ended where & naked rock

Rose sheer from earth to heaven, as if to mock

The pilgrim who had crept that toilsome way ;

But while his dim and weary eyes essay

* To find an outlet, in the mountain side .
A ponderous sculptured brazen door he spied,
And tottering toward it with fast-failing breath,

Above the portal read,** THE GATE OF DEATH.”

He could not stay his feet, that led thereto:
1t yielded to his touch, and passing through,
‘He came into a world ail hiighL and fair:
balmy

was the air:

And lo! the blood of youth was in his veins,
And he was clad in robes that beld no stains
- Of his long pilgrimage. Amazed, he turned:
a golden door behind him burned

In that fair sunlight, and his wondering eyes,
Above the portal read, * THE GATE OF LIFE.”
—8. 8. Conant, in Harper's Magazine for
December.
PP.

- ~7FHE USE OF METAPHORS.
While remarking on the effect of unsiployed

to illustrate

Christian principles, I cannot help wishing
that religious teachers had the good

taste to avoid
amplifying the metaphors
of an undignified order; which may have
a kind of coarse fitness for illustration,
and are perhaps employed, in a short and
transient way, in the Bible. I shall no-

_ tice ouly

that common one, in-which' the

benefits and pleasures gf religion are represented under the image of foud. I do
net recollect that in the Scriptures this
metaphor is ever
drawn to a great
length. But from the facility of the process, it is not strange that it has been amplified, both in books and discourses, into
the most extended parallel descriptions;

exhausting

Testament ; during the long time that has

since elapsed they have been diligently
engaged upon the Old. They are at pres-

in bis rejection of the iruth ; to encourage

pleted work. Dr. Fromman, of Nuremberg, has been called upon to aid the ori-

him manfally to contemn the glad tidings
of salvation ; to warn him of the disgrace nal revisers in settling vexed questionsof
of betraying the least symptonof com- literary style. As soon as the finishing
punction ; and to fortify the dying man in touches have been given to the careful
his cheerless faith, if faith it can be labor of fifteen years, itis to go into the
called, by appealing to his egregious hands of the printers. Negotiations have
vanity and to his swollen pride.
Was’ been opened with several leading firms
not this an office worthy of demons in hu- of publishers to bring "out the bouk in
man shape? From a man thus situated perfect style and with no more delay than
ought we to expect any intimation of his -i8 necessary to insure absolute accuracy.
belief in Jesus Christ? Should we not ‘The reception by the German people of a
new version of their old, revered Luther’s
Bible, will be watehed with no little interest from this side of the Atlantic.—Ez.

the dining-reomof images,

and ransacking the langnage for substantives and adjectives, to stimulate the
spiritual palate. The figure is combined
with so many terms in our language, that

his lips would be sealed in stubborn silence, whatever seusations there might
be in his heart? Yet it isan unquestioned
truth, and a truth which ought to be carried to the ears of
dyer
an who has
been corrupted by the © Age of Reason,”
that Mr. Paine in his paroxysms of distress
repetedly and constantly cried out, ¢O
Lord, help
me! God, help me! Jesus
Christ, help mei”
i
Is this the daring infidel who blasphemed the Saviour of the world ? Does
he in the extremity of his suffering call
. upon him for aid, and is the secret conviction of his existence and universal
agency thus extorted from the expiring
unbeliever? It is a poor triumph to
boast over this wretched man

for

his

LIVER

[LL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,

SPLITS,

KIDNEYS, SKI

The Faculty of the Chicago Theological

Seminary have voted to use the Revised

Version of the New Testament in the
religious services of the institution.
Within the past two months, at least
three anti-Christian tracts have appeared
in Jupang@
One of them opens by saying
tbat Christianity is spreading like fire on
a grassy -plain, so that in capital and
country there is no place where it is not
preached.
:
We do not say, as some are saying, that
Mr, Frothingham is converted to ortho-

re-

doxy ; we do not look for his union with
any Christian Church; but we do set
great value upon his testimony to the failure of know-nothingism.— Northern Christian Advocate.

the above exclamation, yet the

time is coming when both he and every
created and intelligent being will “bow
the knee at the name of Jesus, and confess Jesus to be the Lord.” When the
Son of Ged shall descend from heaven

If Mr.

Frothingham

fa

weré> merely

bo
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and all their attendant evils. It does not merely
afford temporary relief, but is a permanent cure..
Mrs. B. F. Lee, of Belmore, O.,says of it: “I am
surprised at the speedy effects of your remedy. It is
the first medicine in six years that has loosened my
Coullh, ud made @
cloration easy. I now sleep
all.
night without coughing.” If your druggist-does not
keep it, send for treatise and testimonials to

NEW RICH BLOOD
iroadway,

New York,

Pills make New Rich
Blood, and will completely change the blood in
the entiresystem
in three months. Any person
who will take 1 pill cach night from 1 to 12 weeks:
maybe restored to sound health, if such a thing:
be possible, Sent by mail for 8 letter stamps.
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LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness,
ranting atheist or illiterate materialist, it |- Tn 1877 I had an abscess on ny Breast, and
dnd torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
might not be ‘worth while to notice his being 70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated,
Aa Sold by all Druggists. <8
with a shout, and with the voice of the change of views.
But he is neither. He with no appetite. I concluded to try Dr.
Clark
Johnson’s
Indian
Blood
Syrup,
although
archangel, and when his countenance is a man of refinement and culture, and
BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY
I had little faith in it; but,to my surprise, it
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
it will unavoidably occur; and the anal- shall be seen like the sun shining in his “also of much study.
His reasons for giv- soon
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete. FULLY
made
a
great
change
in
my
appetite
and
ogy briefly and simply suggested may strength, it will no longer be a question ing up free thought are significant.—
WARRANTED. Catalogue sent Free.
The Strength, and I have had no sickness since, I
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.
sometimes assist the thought without les- whether he is a prince and a Saviour, or
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
lot.
sening the subject. But it is Segrading whether he is to be worshiped.
young, for purifying the Blood.
ERPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
to spiritual ideas to be extensively an
It would afford some relief to the be- | Joseph Cook, speaking of the prospects
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
systematically transmuted, I might say nevolent mind if Mr, P. had left unextin- of evangelical religion in Germany, says:
I have used Dr. Clark Johuson’s Indian
SIZES AND PRICES.
cooked, into sensual ones. The analogy guished the faint glimmerings of contri- + As a sect in biblical criticism, the Tu- Blood
for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Diam. of Wg't with Cost of
betwebn meaner and
more
dignified tion, or of regard to long rejected truth, bingen school has perished. - The myth- Liver Syrup
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and
have
never
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Bell &
things should never be pursued further which the exclamation above recited in- ical theory as to the origin of Christianity - troubled since. I never knew a well day be5
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Hang’s.
than one or two points of obviously use- dicates. . But the Christian is compelled is exploded. Strauss is no longer heard fore I took your medicine.
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ful illustration; for, if it be traced to ev- {o withhold the charitable hope that the of here in discussions with infidels.
No.7,
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Rockingham
Co.,
Portsmouth,
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day,
and
even
that
of
Schenkel
and
Renan,
ery particular in which a resemblance scorner became at length truly penitent.
No. 8, ' 84 in. 730 1bs.
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I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
*T'he most dangerous tencan be found or fancied, the meaner
No.9,
388
m.9251bs.
Dr. Manley, the physician of Mr. P., have gone by.
to
attend
to
my
work,
as
I
could
not
eat
to
thing abdicates its humble office of mere- very solemnly asked him, a day or two dency of the newer form of rationalism keep up my strength. I purchased some of Rumsey & Co., Sencca Falls, N. Y., us As
ly indicating some qualities of the great before his death, whether, from his call- connects itself with the philosophy of Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
one, and becomes formally its represen- ing upon the Saviour, it would be just to evolution and the speculation of material- was greatly benefited by its use. I recommend it to be a reliable remedy.
:
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BLYMYER ESR,
tative and equal. By their being made to conclude that he was at length convinced istic physicists.”
JOSEPH WAINE.
touch at all- points, the meaner is consti- of his divinity, and whether he had reThe following resolution was adopted
Manchester, N. H,
tuted a scale to measure and to limit the nounced his former sentiments, and at u the Assembly of the Congregational
This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
huroch, School, Fire-alarm, Fine-toned, low-priced, warrants
4
gue with 1500
rices, etc. sent frees
magnitude of the superior, and thus thé Jerigth assented to the truth of the gos
nion of England and Wales at its autum- Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
Ou
Blymyer Manufacturing Coe Cincinnati,
the past two years, and consider it the best
importance of the ope shrinks to the in- pel?
To these or similar questions, nal meeting, held in Manchester, October for
family medicine
known. When the children
significance of the other. It will" take when first proposed, Mr. P. made no re- 4, 1881: ¢ That the Assembly, regard- get a slight cold, and are threatened with fesome tirfie for a man to recover any great ply. When they were repeated, and he ing the revision of the text apd transla- ver, a few doses will set them right. In m
Yeguee of solemnity in thinking on the was again asked whether he believed tion of the New Testament, lately com- own case I use it, and think it the best medidelights or the supports of religion, after that Jesus Christ was the.Son of God, he pleted, as an important ‘service rendered cine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
which has become chronic and
he has seen them reduced into all the answered, ‘‘I have no wish to believe to the whole Church of Christ, devoutly constipation,
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.
forms of eating and drinking. In such upon that subject.”
acknowledges the goodness of God in cure me.
WILLIAM
McPHERSON.
A Distinguished Author, Noted -Preacher, and
detailed analogies it often happens that
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
These, it is thought, were
the last permitting the work to be undertaken
He relate President of Oberlin College, Ohio.
Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
the most fanciful or that the coarsest words relating to his religious views that and accomplished, and tenders its respect- agent.
soon after his conversion to
Masonry
pounced
Particulars given on application.
Christ. Mesers. B. A. COOK & CO., 18 Wabash
ints of the resemblanpe remain longest he uttered, and thus did he perseveré in ful and hearty thanks to those scholars of
Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Price in Paper coyers 35
“in the thoughts. When the mind
has his rejection of the gospel. His conduct England and America who brought to the
cents.
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ORGANS, 15useful stops, 5 sets
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Books, and publish the Christian Cynosure, a
of considering divine truth, it will be apt owing to his pride that he did not, when combination of reverence of spirit, pro- sa 1llus. Catalog. Free. Address BEATTY, ic16.pte
weekly paper opposed to secret societies.
to descend to the lowest. There is no thus ealled upon, explicitly make the ac- found erudition, patience . in labor and Washington, N. J.
~
1yl
such violent tendency to abstraction and
knowledgment which was extorted from catholicity of temper, and it warmly consublimity, in the minds of the generality him by suffering. From his address to gratulates them on the favorable recepof readers and hearers, as to render iL Jesus Christ, and
from the circamstance
tion whichthéir work has found at the
necessary to take any great pains for the that his pious nurse read the Bible to him hands of Christians of all denominations.”
purpose of retaining their ideas in some
for hours, without seeing in him any
degree of alliance with matter.—John symptoms of displeasure, it is confidentFor weak lunge, spitting
of blood, ghoriness of
Sprains, Pain in the Back and Side.
Foster.
:
ly believed that he at times felt some de- breath, consumption, night sweats and all Joa ainful than these diseases; but the pain can be removed and the
ing coughs, Dr. Plerce’s “ Golden Medical
Dis.
There
is
nothing
more
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A
gree of compunction; but his compunc- covery” is sovereign remedy. Saperior to cod
disease cured by use of P. RRY DAVIS PAIN KILLER.’
tion
being
generally
less?
powerful
than
Benzine or Petroleum product that must be kept away from
cheap
a
mot
is
liver
oil,
By
druggists.
remedy
This
THOMAS PAINE'S LAST HOURS.
fire or heat to avoid danger of explosion, nor is it an untried experiment that may do
Looking through a volume of the old his pride it was repressed and concealed,
more harm than good.
‘except when his extreme pains’ extinPAIN KILLER has been in constant use for forty years. and the universal testimony
Boston Panoplist, recently, we ran across
It not only efiects a permanent cure.
STAR SUBSCRIBERS.
from all parts of the world is, IT NEVER F AILS.
guished within him the thought of his
Being a purely vegetable remedy, it is gafe in
but it relieves pain almost instantaneously.
the following communication touching reputation and character. At those moWe repeat our liberal offers to those
the hands of the most inexperienced.
The following
would fill volumes,
The record of cures by the use of PAIN KILLER
the death of Thomas Paine, published in ments his lips could not refuse to say, who will furnish additional subscribers to
extracts from letters received show what those who have tried it think:
‘“
Lord
Jesus,
help
me!”
February, 1810:
i G. H. Walworth, Saco, Me., writes:
the Morning Star, and state them in four
|
Edgar Cady, Owatonna, Minn., says:
I exverienced immediate relief from pain in
“0 0-4-4Thomas Paine, the author of the *‘ Age
About a year since my wife became subject
|
the side by the use of your PAIN KILLER.
distinct propositions.
to
severe
suffering
from
rheumatism.
Our
|
of Reason,” died at New York, June 8, |
says:
:
LOOKING OUT FOR ‘PORT:
* yesort was to the PAIN KILLER, which speedily | E.York
1 have used your PAIN K1LLER for rheumatism,
1. The Morning Star will be sent to
relieved her.
|
1809, at the age of seventy-two years;
A good English brother in a prayerand have received great
benefit.
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It

RELIGIOUS NOTES.

luctant, or rather involuntary, testimony
to a truth, which in the days of his health
he bad ridiculed ; for though he had never uttered

DYSPEPSIA,

|

ent at work, in Halle. upon the final consideration of their otherwise all but com-

suppose, that, for the honor of the craft,

Now lusterfuland clear as those new skies,

Free from the mists of age, of care, and strife,

pleasing images

them again admitted, as their discourse
disturbed
him.- Would the truths of
Scripture have interrupted his peace, if,
in his conscience and from the bottom of
his heart, he disbelieved them ?
Mr. P. was frequently visited in his
sickoess by bis brethren in infidelity, who
were actuated by very different motives
from those which governed the ministers
of God. They came to strengthen him
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Book, 2B5¢. Great variety Advertising and Bevel
Edge Cards. Lowest prices to dealers
and print-
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o f Woman

A pilgrim once (so runs an ancient tale),

. HRS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM,OF LYNN, MASS.,

ty,it is tolerably sure to be repelled at
the outset as a heretical innovation; nor
is it probable that the first edition will be
rapidly bought up merely to.gratify curiosity, ns was the revised English version.
Entirely undeterred by the certain unpopularity of their task on its completion,
the Teutonic professors toil patiently on,
and to good purpose, Ten years ago
they finished the revision of the New

Mr.

rected the ministers. .to leavgathe room.
He afterwards gave orders@#0t to have

THE TWO GATES.
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P. immediately pronounced such representations to be ¢ Popish stuff;” and di-
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Rhewnalisu Neuralgia

undisputed testimony
of the oDhysieian
and of the nurse, who attend
im in
his last sickness, is brought forward. It

appears thut Mr. Paine, like Mr. Gibbon,
was

unwilling

to be left alone, as he

drew near to the confines of another
world. Although in conversation he
professed to be perfectly willing to die,
yet if his cirtaige were at any time
closed, he would literally scream till they
were opened, and till he could perceive

Creator, in whom
Did

he professed

this firm

Unitarian,

to bewho

boasted that he *‘ believed in God and
God alone,” and who had no faith in the
atonement of the Son, and no regard to

the proffered

grace of the

Holy

Spirit,

find himself
the victim of terrific fears,
when be no longer heard the sound of human footsteps, and when the thought of
phpearing before God was forced upon

Two of the ministers of New York
called upon Mr. Paine with the benevolent desire of jroparting to him some religious instruction. One of them-repeatSo the words, « He that believeth on the
Sou hath’ everlasting life; ‘but he that beleveth not the Son shall not see life; but’
[4
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a time, completely submerge the face of
his friend. Bat as soon as the wrathful
billow would subside, and the vessel recover from its lurch, on looking again
over the ship’s side, there, notwithstand-

al Record, a volume

ing the fearful shock sustained, the placid face of his friend was to be seen still,
as heretofore, faithfully, steadfastly look-

ing for port. *¢Aund so”, exclaimed the
good brother, his countenance meantime
radiant with the light of the Christian's
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that Some fellow man was nigh him. joyful, triumphant, abundant entrance
as
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man
therein.
Nes England Methodist.
Did iv appal a bold infidel I
ve living: |
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beings withdrawn for a moment from his
BIBLE
REVISION
IN GERMANY.
eye, and to be, as it were, in the sole
presence of God? Did a sense of deserIn their provertially deliberate, but
tion come over him, when bis earthly also painstaking style, a goodly company
friends were not by his side? Was he of erudite German theologians have, for
unable to repose himself upon the great some time past, been engaged in the im- |
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have
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occupation.
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dead calm of stupidity.

the

in

habit, from day to day, of looking over
the ship's side, particularly near the
row, and watching the staunch and nole vessel as she steadily and irresistibly
plowed her way through the waves.
ust under the bowspit, and serving the
purpose of a figure-head, was the image
of a human face. This face to him came
to be invested with a wondrous interest.
Whatever the hour, whether by night or

Charles Powell writes from
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may not be unprofitable to survey his
. conduct in the last moments of his life.
From a man of the most abject meanness
of spirit, whose penuriousness in the
midst of comparative wealth made him
dishonest and unjust, no one will expect
any elevation of mind. Nor will it be
thought that a man who daily reduced
himself by his habits of intemperance to
a condition inferior to that of the brutes
would exhibit mach of his boasted attribute of *‘reason.” All that could be exected: from such a man, if he was true to
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All communications designed for publication
shoud be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
&c., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

Power or ‘Love.

moving
may

Love .is the great

principle
appeal

in Christianity.

We

conscience
and talk
|
about duties to be done but they will be

to

irksome and repulsive until we are permeated by the subtle essence of love
which transforms the whole aspect. The
word

duty

repels, while

love

attracts,

mollifies, sweetens the very burdens of
life and makes them pleasant. This is
the principle that attracts to Christ, and
destroys the onerousness of the cross, and

makes the pathway

of Christian duty

pleasant.

~

estimate them how many transform them
into curses and render themselves very
unhappy instead of adding
to their
felicity and making themselves cheerful and thankful in the discharge of life's
duties. Who has not heard persons fret
over the care of a home and of children
when they ought lo rejoice in their posSome one has remarked,

let our blessings

get

moldy,

call them curéés I”

What

there to be found that an

* We

and

then

blessing

uneasy,

the silly fly and are

fate.

But

what

shall

is

discon-

dren of his

di
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'GARFIELD'S THEOLOGY.

It

has been

said by more than one professed minister
of the gospel that the Church of the Disciplesto which Mr. Garfield belonged
rejected the evangelical view of Christ
and the atonement, and that he was a
Unitarian.

The Rev. Mr. Knowles, board-

ing with
a pupil of the lamented Presi“dent, says that he expressed great aston-:
ishment that such statements should be
made, and declared positively that ¢ two
of the strongest doctrinés of their church
were the deity of Christ, and the sacrificial

;

Unitarian or Arian, it is

not

strange,

&

tite Church of the Disciples is more evangelical, that this mistake should be made.
We are glad to have the authority of one
of Garfield's students

in confirmation

his orthodoxy.
\

of

4

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.
The message
is long but it has a great variety of topics
about which, if any one wishes

he will give it a careful perusal.

to learn,

It does

not seem to be prolix, but plain, simple,
practical, full of timely suggestions. It
commences with a pathetic reference to
the memory of .our martyred President,
speaking of bis exalted character, his
noble

achievements

and

patriotic

He then treats of our foreign

life.

relations,

revenue, finances ; naval, postal and civil
service, the Indian question, education,
immigration, Mormonism, pensions, &e.

The position taken on these various ques-

tions will, to a great extent, meet the public

approbation.
The
Presiient,
among
other things, would have the tariff modified, Mormonism suppressed, the Indians
generously treated, taxation
reduced,
pension frauds corrected,
star route
thieves punished, civil service improved
and commerce restored. Extracts from the
inessage will be found on the last page.
0-0-0
+00

SOME

THINGS

A MINISTER

SHOULD

NOT

Do. He should not scold his congregation. Heoften censures those that are

presenfor
t the faults of those who are

absent; and if it is not 80, it will do no
good. A scolding spirit is not the spirit
of Christ; and it will stir up the same
kind of impatient spirit in the minds of
his hearers. Christ wasa shepherd and
his sheep heard his voice and followed
him. Soshould the under-shepherd lead
his sheep instead of driving them.

When a minister

leaves

a parish he

should never stand on the threshold

and

*¢ throw clubs” and abuse his pétishion.

receives

such

treatment

¢ Her

sins

Thus the

him.

#

0-0

terests of the Star, of the

voted as apy in the

meeting

trial of various

immediate

I would

if seasona-

isters for destitute churches.
Another expedient is to unite two
feeble

churches

in the

tor to alternate in preaching

suggest Rev. G.

is much

in

unique,

be at once

and laboring for the salvation

was thought that the freshening of the souls
of these pastors themselves, by which there is
obviously need enough, of country air, and hy
contact with the real wants of Christ's cause,
would make them even more serviceable to

fail promptly to meet those maturing coupons
would be the first step of that vile dodge repu-

And in that step is merged not only

of sinners.

aged 93 years and 5 months,
worlds

are

studiously

avoiding

schools!

The

editor

of the

the success of this enterprise.
Théy have la
bored with a persevering, self-sacrificing earnestness to carry it forward under the pecun-

iary embaraskment from which it has constant.

ly suffered. The present board appear to be
nobly keeping up its reputation and efficiency.
I deem iL proper to say that we feel a

Place

It

It has assumed

of a materialistic

the

it has

seized

gives intimation of God. What
the world has éver felt and acknowledged |

Our Mission

mitted to

local

interests,

and

ubbiased

judgment, that the two schools should

in

The present is the auspicious moment

where another

revived and

bave recently

was baptized.

a whole,

are

seem hopeful for the fature.

much

We

established a class for the study

of the Bible, especially for the

benefit

of Sab-

hath-school teachers,
but free to all.”

“Should

any one have a small hymn-book of long ago
in which may be found verses commencing
* When Sol’s meridian heat I felt, A shady

groveI spied,

and will send

it to me I will

gladly pay the price set on it, or return it by
mail, after copying some-of its hymns.
If any

4

rs

New

York.

The Summer Hill church is enjoying a good
degree of spiritual prosperity.
Daring the
summer and fall 13 have been baptized by the
pastor, 12 of whom have been received into
church fellowship. In all, 16 have received the

hand of fellowship since last winter. The Sundag-school has been very interesting and well
attended.

The interest is increasing,

A

8. S.

Missionary concert was held Dec. 4, which was
very interesting, The collections from the

classes and congregation

$17.

amounted

to

A new year's arch is contemplated,

nearly

The

pastor is now holding religious service Sunday

eveniogs in a hall in the thriving village of
Moravia. He also preaches a quarter of the
time to the Virgil & Dryden church.
«
West Virginia.

.

A very interesting revival is in progress
at
Martinsburg, under the labors. of Bro. H. E.
Keys. The work is not as manifest by physie
cal denvoiistrations as in former years, but we
think none the less genuine for that. The
church is better united, (he congregation
larger, and we trust doing a larger

work

than

for some time past.
A number have been
received for baptism, and will go forward
soon. Bro.J. E. Burrell of Harrisburg has
assisted Bro, Keys for a few

the Woman's Mission
has been organized,

days. A branch of

with soma 25 members

We are

hoping

things from the Martinsburg

for large

church......
The

revival is still in progress at Berryville, Va.
Some twenty are awaiting the ordination of
Bro. Adams, to go forward in baptism......
There are about one hundred and thirty pupils
in Storer Normal Sehool—thirty per cent.
more than at any previous fall term. The new
chapel will be full, if it is ready to fill, after
:
Christmas. ;
Wisconsin.

Members and friends of the F. I. church of
Raymond, Wis., Rev. J. Westlake, pastor,
met at the parsonage on the evening of Dec.
6, for a pound party. Besides the goodly numA

good supper

A number of the friends of Dea, G, May
and wife

met

at their home in

the

Raymond, Nov, 13, it being the 52d
oy of their marriage, and after
excellent
dinner, presented them, as a token of their
good will, money and other
gifts. Dea. M.
and wife were among the first members of our
church in this place, and are held in great esteem by the people.
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This division into two in- | “85mbled at the parsonage and town hall
ang thing: Dai o window, and gota botfailure, Unite, combine, | Boothbay, Nov. 29, and after partaking of a hs
tle. . After she had taken ita week she had a rous.
repast provided by the ladies,

consolidate! and like the grand New Hampton, N. H., school that of Vermont will bewer for
go d.
;

and

spending

the evening in a social manner, they placed

ing a
the Appa

and did her everything. She took
andit was the best three dollars I

vestod: CO. T. Hood & Cos, Lowell, Mass.

in

the hands of Bro, and Sister Palmer gifts to the
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minister, taking away persons from his | While the wants
.our spiritual nature
‘The remittance to India for the first quarter Te the Soh ay the church at St. Johns- | Y81Ue Of
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is not doing to others what itself more and more in mysticism and
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contradiction; at one time proc
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and a fruitfd}simi
source of evil.
‘SoHOWR:

Of this sum only $209.96 is due for salaries,
is for Schools and rents, It is
The remainder
hoped that a balance of some $300 or $400, as

refuge in blank agnosticism, or ignorance

Q.

M. without the approval of a council from
the Q. M.; itis contrary to o

General
Confere
rons
J
Gor EE
— ey

fn 1889
mission for the first quarte
r of $1452.45,

the limits of order, cause or ruler; atanother, seeking

ganizing, a church within
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men of Se

ae el
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pp
expressed by hundreds, both in and outside | P'8°¢
De
writes, ‘“ We feel very
ur regular work ——
besides $427.19 the State. That our churches in Vermont mer
‘need one, and only ene, such institution is the prayer is that the blessing
a balance due to the firm and settled conviction
for special work, leaving
of the wisest and the giver of all good things,
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aely,
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This should be

where, are painfully sick and discouraged over
this state of affairs, They evidently withhold

ould
Le Aundanu
19 one 3 ,Semlywhich
os.
Sypaths
ey . y Jaovencovlidense
tion,
u spurce of hope and joy to all.
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we

FIOME MISSIONS.

The amountof unconditional appropriations
for our Home Mission work for the present
year, which was. due on the first day of &
month, was $600,00, There is now in
he
Treasury $265.08 which will be immediate

divided pro rata and paid.
;
Ag

best balanced minds of our ‘denomination.
The existence of two rival schools, not far removed from each other, must, in the end, hasten the downfall of both, Hundreds of good,
generous F, B. souls in the State, and else.
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¢ Favorite Remedy,”

re-

moves all impurities of the blood, regulates the
Liver
and
Kidneys. Cures Constipation, and all
diseases and wi
©8868 peculiar, » Females.
1t is for sale by all our druggists
NE DOLLAR a bottle,

4

v

A good field for a good

man......

scrofula and general debility. The
Che next session of the Bowdoin Quarterly | consumption,
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
EB
Tour
10 Da
EeOil
SLL =an
audwith
¥] apo
meeting will
be held with the
West Bowdoin | |Cod Liver
can bebs weer,
used, and
more benefit

ters for 1832, copies of the Centennial Record

and any of our publications,
.

may

ia dell fan bY Jouble the quatiity o ihe rect

be obtained

’ For sale] by Al dri te i

of Rev. A. Libby at the Deo sewion of Bawdoin

Lewiston,

is preaching

!

Burton

Minard,

at the Free

o

of his.congregation, which is large.
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Clark,

was

compelled to

resign: his
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«LAPEER, MICH, Feb. 3 1881.
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keep a good
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Elixir (all the sizes), believing it & be one of the best oEh Remedies
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Line

lL) hee oe
Kid oh Lint.
ry
U. D. BRISTOL, Drogeist.y
bove-named Remedies are all warrante
Hi satisfaction, and can be found in any firsiclasp drug store. .
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by
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Sip
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Baptist

vestry, Bresque Isle,fo "the great satisfaction

a

:

‘
ol

Dr. Kennedy’s

:

Rev. T. F. Millett is supplying
the pulpits at
QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY
White Rock and Little Falls......The two
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
churches in Georgetown are pastorless at York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular

Vermont.
J
The RecisTer and YEAR Book for 1882
On account of failing heaith, the pastor of
for sale. Twelve cents including postage, | (he Free Baptist church at Washington, Rev.
oy

Pamphlets freeto any address. Seth >

Fowle
& Sous, Boston.

Our
of Him who is
muy rest upon
the donors.
‘
A
fed 2
Miss Haynes of Bates Theological School is
supplying the pulpit at Winnegance:......

Nov.13, Rev. A. B. Loomis baptized two | Quarterly Meeting—Rev.

or §$1.1& per dozen.

-

A

persons and the Sabbath following welcomed
them to the membership of the Willett church,

[]

;

J.8. BURGESS,

>

etc,

i
grateful.

:

one will send me the book once used by our fathers and mothers and will drop me a card in
regard to price, I shall feel greatly obliged.”

pastor, and a hat for his wife.

7
pastors of our Zion,
ring out like

and somebody's hand is moved to help.

hasten

crown

Let the Macedonian

repair to our Jordan,

was served, and all bad a very enjoyable time.
Bro.
Westlake and his wife express their
thanks for the favors received.

clarion notes, till somebody’s soul is stirred

to be one? In such an event, a school of unusual efliciency and worth, in time, “not a

on J
‘
[The report of receipts of the Benevolent Socie- | sures disgraceful

A minister should not appoint meetings that the works of nature do reveal the ties from Sept. 1 to Dec. 1, which was sent with
this communication, we are compelled to defer
within the limits of the parish of another | unseen God, it has recklessly denied. | publishing
until next week, —ED.
;

wax warmer.
.
the suffering

now dead,

ber of pounds received, $21.00 were raised in
cash for the purchase of an overcvat for the

to

cents net for services!
>
But these few Instunces must suffice for the
present, though I have my quiver full of the
like still left.
But let the agitation go on, rise higher and

by numerous equally interested friends, unafby

not hesitate

preachin
to a church,
g which for a Jong time
bad given up public meetings, disbanded its
Sabbath-school&c.
, I asked him, him what
he got by way of compensation. He answered, one doll
a Sabbath,
dr eighty cents of
which he spent for railroad fare, leaving 20

and act up to convictions generally entertained
fected

I should

two wives—both

Our church members,as

missionary

recommend as a supply to any church in the
denomination
high
, or low, had commenced

spire and rejoice in such a union.
Cannot the near friends and those most
deeply interested in these schools see the point,

.|

Remittance

ucation, one whom

If

tion or Christianity. ‘Why not then unite and
make one good and efficient school—a blessing to the churches and a praise in the State?
While self-ends and stubborn wills might interpose to prevent such a result, wisdom, good
common sense and Christianity would con-

whit behind the chiefest”, would
happy nuptials.

Benominational,

the,

patronage.

days, or valuable work to the cause of educa-

We shall bave the ebb-tide soon.

Taking advantage

age,

councils, limited and uncertain

these schools were one, funds, friends and patronage would be ample; now both are struggling for life, with little prospect of lengthened

has had

young man, a (recent convert)

them.

at Waterbury has been from
of this kind, several of them. But pos‘the first greatly embarassed and crippled in its sibly, I can match even these. Not very
long
usefulness, in consequence of debt, divided |.8go, I learned that a young man of liberal
ed-

regarded as vouchers for anything more
than the respectable character of our advertisements. Out readers must exercise
has covered the earth and gross darkness | their own judgment as to whether they
the people. A fearful degeneracy. Many want or are likely to be profited by any
have sunk to barbarism, or semi-barba- advertised article. What one man needs,
rism; others though intellectually en- another may not. A medicine that will
‘lightened, and civilized, were little bet- cure one person may injure another. We
cannot bg judges or voucliers as to parter in their moral conceptions.
Broad
and thronged has been the road to death, ticulars ljke these. All that may reasonwhile the path of life was narrow and ably be expected of us we hope to fulfill ;
what is unreasonable
we
have no
’
trodden by few.
thought
thut
any
reader
of
the
Siar
will
But God has never left himself without
expect.
witness on the earth; the true light has
We ask the indulgence of all regarding
shone amid surrounding darkness, ever
‘increasing and diffusing ils sacred beams. the unusual amount of space that, during
the holidays, .is given to our advertisers.
Never

of heaven, und

I met a party of

eleven children, sixty-three grandchildren,
thirty-three great grandchildren
and five
great great grandchildren. Total posterity 114!
On the Sabbath of Dec. 4 we were
in per-

column of the Star has given one reason for
this supposed state of things, and very pertinently puts it, as whatever appears in that column is quite apt to be put. A few week ago,
I brought to notice an exception to this alleged
tendency on the part of our young men, which
a correspondnt
has pleasantly
noticed.
F

debted to our several boards of teachers for

who exchanged

hope

who gathered at his request, on his 98th birthday anniversary.
This aged masa of God retains, to a remarkable degree, his ments] face
ulties. It was a day of special satisfaction
to
him, and to us all, who were there. Bro.

cent squint at our schools, especially Theologi-

cal

the precious

the relatives of Bro. Duty Piace, of Chepachet.

This allegation has, if I mistake not, a signifi-

ment to lose! The discussion of the main
question I leave to younger and wiser men.
It is but just to say that we are deeply in-

in

the next day by invitation

that so far from seeking out the destitute fields

not a mo-

is better

Sunday-school

follows: “ On Thanksgiving day, I conducted

Appeals are also being made to our young
men, or rather an attempt is being made to
provoke them to this work, by the allegation,

of labor, they

The

the funeral services of the widow Urania Potter,

their own péople.

the interests of this school but our character as
a denomination for Christian, manly integrity.
Can we afford such mn experiment*
That
vile disease once fastened upon us, we shall
find it hard to throw off; and it will very soon
eat out our religious life and character.
Can

prayer-meetings

also is increasing in numbers and influence.
Bro. A. H. Morrell of Chepachet writes
as

and
. perhaps

It should not be overlooked that a grave
moral question is merged in this subject, To

interest-in-the

than for some years past.

is

tutions no sensible man can doubt.

we endure this? If not, we have

sought the Saviour from time to time and
now

the

wholly untried measure.
1t recommends that
city pastors and others
of
self-supplying
churches, should, during the year, spend a
month or six weeks in destitute neighboring
churches, encouraging disheartened brethren,

lifted, and I feel sure that he is not alone in
readiness to help, That the F. Baptists of
Maine are amply able to sustain all their insti-

Island.

terest of late at Georgiaville, R. 1. Several have

provi
a ng
great help to comparatively weak
churches, that otherwise would be, perhaps,
entirely destitute of the preached word.
The
Maine Missionary Society, at its late meeting,

discusséd a somewhat

he

Rhode

the

It is working nicely, and

in

There has been some increased religious in-

more
as

the

pastorate to the Rev. A. L. Gerrish,
of Ol}
neyville, R. I.

There

Maine,

has that

among

is pastor,”......
The Lawrence church has exte
nded a call to
its

of a pas-

to them.

of this, especially

Register shows.

or

employment

come

Worcester has been very successful in building

up the church of which

He iakes it in his way to
line of work.
hold meetings with then, sometimes a series of meetings, with a view toa revival of
Christians, and the conversion of sinners. He
is also doing an excellent work in finding
churches for unemployed ministers, and min-

I see

to

8ays, ‘‘ Musie, a collation, and a general good
time made the occasion one. of much
pleasure
to Mr. Eastman, who during his
residence in

The

help themselves.

to

them

encourage

like

vvariety ot useful articles. The Worcester Spy

with them, and

services

hold

would

Worcester, gave him a surprise party at Refo
rm
Club Hall recently, and presented him with
a

to visit

West, employ an evangelist

in the

and

Eastman, pastor of the Free Baptist
church

especially

‘more

“Is there not some one who

Massachusetts.

=$

?

Quarterly -Meetings,

Some

with what

A large number of the friends of Rev. A. J,

Let us note a a few of

;

them.

work

green hills of Vermont, and blow the
Gospel
trumpet?
Please hear and heed: the call,
¢ Come over and help us.»

expedients to this end. None

could it be discovered.

we can

demand

tion that the whole indebtedness

diation.

ing.

spirit,

are doing, perhaps, as much as could be expect.
ed from any one best possible expedient, even

:

this

who is willing to do bard

some might term small pay, financiall
y speak.

ish, so as in due time to become self-supporting.
The agitation already begun has resultedin the

W. Bean, Lewiston, Me., or Rey@S. C. Whitcomb, Pittsfield, Me., as suitable
persons to receive those subscriptions.
I doubt not that any manly effort for the immediate or final relief of this interest will be
promptly and generously met by our people
here. Already, I believe,a thousand dollars
has been offered by one individual, on condi-.

any way you please, addresses of persons
known to you who do not take the Star,
but might be induced to do so. We desire the names of such persons as you
would be likely to call on, if you were to
undertake a personal
canvass.
We
await the cheering evidence of your coiperative zeal in a work that belongs to

denomination,

Maine Missionary Society authorized its
agent to do what he may be able in this

meet these claims.

quest, and ask our readers everywhere,
whether you receive blanks or not, to
send to this cffice by postal card, or in

public

bly and suitably helped, might grow and flour-

Christian manhood cheerfully to do sv, send
immediately forward their freewill offerings
of a hundred dollars each, more or less, to

mail boxes with these returning blanks—
blanks no longer, but crowded with
names of persons to whom we may send
{ree copies of the Star in the hope of enlisting their interest. We extend this re-

sustain

The question which presses itself on us is,—
Shall we save the Institute and place iton a sol.
id basis? or shall we leave it to die by sheer

For

may be induced to subscribe? Fill our

to

ing brethren and sisters as intelligent and de-

bat one feasible method. Let those among
us who have the means at command and the

who

unable

these churches

afford to let it die.

denomination,

are

ity I have suffered for several months, and even
now writing is a serious task,
:

we can afford - to sustain it, as whether

so doing we shall serve at’once the in-

such

needed, or where there is but little chance for
improvement and growth. Others, contain-

neglect? ~The question is not so much whether

shall we not bestir ourselves in the effort
to get new subscribers, assured that in

to

ally. Some of these churches are in localities,
where,as has been suggested, they are not

this appeal, but for the extreme physical debil-§,

in the homes of our fathers and mothers,

called

worship constantly, perhaps not even occasion-

attending it, sufficiently attest its value.
Long before this I should have presented

them and their subscription be solicited.
‘We here repeat the request of the circular
that those persons, pastors and others,
who receive blanks will immediately fill
them with addresses, giving name, state,
county and town, and return them in the
envelop sent for the purpose.
Dear
friends,” lovers of the Morning Star,
whose presence has been a light and a
help in so many of our homes ever since
we were boys and girls, and much longer

of the truth, and of every individual

weaknels,

is an important feeder of our college, together
with the precious religious interest constantly

NOTES.

js being

churches as, from their smallness or pecuniary

States, that it .of them seem wholly adequate, yet all together

honor and usefulness in several

i)

er thing is this: We protést aganist being

ns

phase of philosophy.

,

the

So sin is at the bottom of it all.
try, superstition, skepticism, atheism, all
have this common origin.
So darkness

not; and if he does not do it, he com- | facts of science, and proclaimed that it
mises his own prineiples.
‘This he | NOWhere

Dom afford to do

been

Spacial attention

charge upon the last Sabbath
in Bept. Since
that time the church has been with
out 8 pastor. It greatly needs one, one of the
true Free
Baptist stamp and full of a_missio
nary spirit,

THE DOOT

and bold than now.

or

Long has

————
ee—

The Smaller Churches.

present other potable cases, and commend
profligate—the lost in sin may be for- all, and in whose success or failure all
them especially to the said correspondent's
-are to havea share.
given, redeemed, saved. The wings of
notice, who, I know, will appreciate them.
steadily increasing eonfidence that our new
1
ADVERTISEMENTS.
We
call
the
attenthe fly are gone irretrievably; so an arm
minister, Bro. Whitcomb, is * the right man in know this, in the first place, because he says
tion
of
our
readers
to
the
notice
to
adveror an eye lost in a fit of debauch, or the
the right place”, meeting the wants of church be will, and in the second place, because he
constitution ruined beyond the power of tisers which appears at the head of the and school and of the community generally, and has for several years been practising what he
Nature to resuscitate, is equally irretriev- advertisements on the fifth page of this that it seems to be the feeling of all interested preaches, with regard to this elass of churches,
able. It has no remedy. But moral tur- issue. The managers of the Siar mean that he must be sustained here at any sacrifice. But to the cases in question. One'of our re.
I venture to say in conclusion that had I the cent graduates has become the pastor of two
to do all that can consistently be done to
pitude, however base, may find asovereign
means I would gladly reduce myself to penury
churches, located some eight miles apart.
He
remedy in the death and in the doctrine keep the character of its advertising ‘col- and poverty to save this sacred interest. In hgs just informed me that inthe afternoon
of
Jumns
above
all reasonable reproach. No truth, I have come so to
of a risen Saviour accepted and applied.
admire the dear Mas- alternate Sabbaths, he is supplying a third,
advertisements
have
heretofore
been ad- ter’s voluntary poverty for our sakes, that I with encouraging prospects, the Lord already
** The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth us
mitted that were not thought to be of a re- with special pleasure share in that poverty for baving begun a good work. We have thus
from all sin.”
early had applications for a similar manage
W. C. STINSON.
spectable and trustworthy character ; great his sake.
ment
with two other churches at the close of
1881.
b,
Dec.
Me.;
Pinsgeld,
and constant care has been exercised
RINE OF GOD.
-0-O
the present academical year, which special
in
this
matter
;
but
we purpose and promise
The saddest chapter in the history of
pains will be taken to consummate.
Our Schools in "Vermont.
man is that which relates to his unbelief henceforth greater vigilance than ever.
I know of two.young men, who are supplyThey are likely to be a failure, unless someing each a country church, with a compensaand alienation from God.
Why should The matter is a delicate and difficult one
he who bore the image of his maker, and to handle ; but from this date no new ad- thing is done. The denominational schools in tion of enly two dollars a Sabbath, perhaps
Vermont are undoubtedly
less. One of them travels on foot three or
too many.
Verwas surrounded with every delight, so vertisement shall be admitted to the
mont is a small State; our churches there ate
four miles to his appointment, and the other
Star
of
whose
good
character
we
do
soon revolt, and seek to hide from his
by no means numerous or wealthy; and, then
spends a good portion of the afternoon of Satpresence? Why has sia, age after age not feel assured. But two things must too, New Hampton is not far away. Lyndon urday, and of the forenoon of Monday of each
First, we are not infallible and Waterbury are both very pleasant places week, in going
cast its dark pall upon the world? All be added.
to and from his place of sup.
and
possibly
may fall into mistakes of and schools are desirable there provided they ply, by rail. I know it may be said, that there
might be pronounced impossible were it
not attested by universal experience. judgment. If we find at any time that can be well sustained by students and money. are aged ministers in the denomination, men
We find that they are
of large experience,
The only solutivn of the mystery is given we have been imposed upon we shall After a trial of some fifteennot thus sustained. godly men, withal, of great past usefalness,
or more years, the
who traveled with their
promptly
proceed
as
indicated
in
the
noin one brief sentence: ‘ They did not like
own teams miles, to preach to some of these
Lyndon school is closed and pronounced heavtice above referred to. As to mistakes of ily in debt. It needs a special fund of $50,000, destitute churches for only one
to retain God in their knowledge.” When
dellar a Sabsin entered their hearts God was exclud- judgment we must ask for the charity to meet its current expenses, and perform the bath. From my watch tower of observation,
ed. They first disobeyed, then ‘ignored that all have a right to expect. The oth- work undertaken, and reasonably expected of into this preaching business, I have noted
It. The school
cuses

was infidelity more pronounced

ers. However aggravating the circum:
stances, heis boundto be a Christian and
treat everybody in a Christian manner
~ whether he

them,

and anointed them with ointment, so that

if

and

blanks be filled with the addresses of families and person
who sdo not take the
Star, so that sample copies may be sent

Ask the

wiped them with her hair, kissed
Simon,

God,

A REQUEST.
The managers of the Star
are making a special effort to increase
its circulation. Many copies of a eircular
letter have been sent out, accompanied
by blanks, with the request that these

of hu-

character and lost standing in good society why he does not retrieve his character, or why she does not step out and up
from her condition?” and the 1 can’t”
will be even more emphatic.
There is, however, for human degradation and sin a remedy provided in the,
gospel of Christ with its machinery and
appurtenances. Itis wonderful how it
will redeem the soul from its lost condition! Christ eame especially to * seek
and.save the lost.” Behold the persecuting Saul of Tarsus transformed into the
‘ chiefest of apostles!” and; the woman

to

love.

>

able place, and he will say as one said ‘to

which are many are forgiven!”

is our

ress of true religion within the last century; heathenism is moldering and tottering, the gospel is spreading 'in every
land, and speedily shall the world-be restored to God.
a

Young ladies and gentlemen as thoughtlessly, to appearance, imperil all that is
dear to human life. In their hilarity and
love of pleasure they rush into questionable modes of gratification, to say no
more, vainly thinking that they can stop
at any time and retrace their steps. But
when they have committed themselves to
the flames of appetite, passion, lust, and
their,*“ wings” are thoroughly singed, it
is not so easy to return and do what they
have contemplated. Ask the man in the
gutter why he does not leave that miser-

Christ said of her

this

oo

Central Institute.

The object desired is to free this institution

dawning; wonderful has been the prog-

*“ which was a sinner” who came to Christ
with precious ointment and, standing behind him, washed his feet with tears,

and substitutional atonement made by
him.” He
continued,
“One
of :the
strongest arguments which I ever heard
for the absolute divinity of Jesus I heard
from the lips of Mr. Garfield.” The
** Christian church” at the East being

with

14, 188l.

from a debt of about sixteen thousand dollars,
and so to endow it as to increase greatly its efficiency.
Having learned, yesterday, that the semi-annual payment of the coupons on fifteen thousand dollars is to be made Jan. 1,1882,and that
the treasurer has not the means to meet the
claim, I hasten to call attention to the subject.
Those to whom this appeal is made,—the F.
Baptists of Maine,—are too well aware of the
intrinsic value of this institution to need a
word from me to set forth its importance.
The fact that its graduates have filled places of

reignof sin and error, but a bright day is

solate spirit will not transmute into a young man or woman who has sacrificed

curse?

Maine

we are the: creatures of his hand, the chil-

consti-

say

‘‘I.can’t!”

is luminous

and sublimely, that he

tion dash on to a similar fate?

us the other day,

are

great truth, and expresses most simply

sad at its

we

pages of revelation

ages, every page

~~ ++QUR MORAL CONDITION.
A poor fly attracted by the brilliancy of
the lamp makes a dash for it and falls helplesson our table. Its wings are gone,
it can n6 more soar away in the air, and
death must soon : close the scene. It
cannot go back now to its former condition.
The step is taken, the die is
cast, the condition is irretrievable. We

pity

As the

STAR, DECEMBER

read, detailing the relation and history
of man with God, the belief and experience of the best and wisest men in all

belong, disapprove of such organization,
does this conference believe that those persons so organized are still
church, and
may be received into a Q. M. ?”
ANSWER.
Agreed, that it would be
improper to receive a church thus
tuted into a Q. M.

MORNING

Spirit.

man beings who with as little considera-

- OUR BLESSINGS.
Who can enumerate
them?
Nay, more, who can appreciate
them, and estimate them at their full valuve? Notwithstanding we cannot over-

session?

con-

trary to the usages of our denomination,
and the Q. M., to which such ministers

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1881.
on business, remittances of money,

If the above courses

Ssa 3

a

:.

a
".

.

ee
pe 3

THE

Holiday Entertainment
for Children.

room

presents, 80 I hear,

Cincinnaii,

Post-Office Addresses.

~

E, N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
;
churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52
:
=

By

lowing report:

We

have

Soc.

the

received
21

barrels,

one

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other prep-

the fol-

aration makes

(R.

1.), Lowell,

Lyon

and

from

Sutton

N. H,, $5.60; Rev. Mr. Brown,
$10.00; Rev.
Mr. Raymond, HarriRev. Mr. Lowell, Danville, N. H.,
Neal, New Durham, N. H., $12.00;

Mr. Penney,

Augusta,

Adding together

ceived—in

Me., $5.00;

clothing

and

8. 8.

Prize Covers drawn

books,

have

re-

$780.00;

to

pay fre 5 h $18.50; to buy bread and seed, $43.60 ;
0
receiving

help

equally

to

$3.45

Minn.,

$4.50; Lenora,

$4.15;
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ROARLTON.—In Short Falls, Oot, 12, Mrs. Susan

. Carlton, wife of Geo. R. Carlton, aged 77 years,
9. months and 20 days.
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+ Herbert Yeoman Portsmouth N H
A J Eastman Worcester Mass
:
EXPRESS,
Rev A Libby Lewiston Me

fF CTR rr

}

Several of the Stories

will illustrate topics that are engaging public attention.

Iustrated.
..
.
J.
.
+.
.
.w
. By Lieut. Grinnell.
On Recent Battle Fields. Illustrated.
By Archibald Forbes.
A Story of South Africa. A Serial Story.
By Capt. Mayne Reid.
Nobody's Boys. A Serial Story. Illustrated.
By C. A. Stephens.

Is an illustfation of the
great progress that is possible in Sunday-School
ty
ed
r

By

Its Serial Stories.
These are by writers of rare gifts and experience.

will find this an Shportunity seldom offered to secure
useful and beautiful goods at unusually low prices.
Ladies can wear them nt the belt, or inthe side pocket,
with one corner exposed, producing a very pretty effect.
They are alssdquite recherche for young gentlemen.
They make very appropriate Christmas or birthday

BY ASA HULL,

Daah
g Glt edi.
B eautie s, of Sac red, S on. id

Mrs KE

Small Cooperate
20 Clark Contra
ity tov Pa
Iron

PUSSYANITA ; OR,

Send fof list of Christmas

tierA boomin Wirt nMMY
‘Rev F Reed North
Ray Ro Runnels inn

the

December
a special Holiday issue.
In
begin the serials,
“THE HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY,”

Money Letters Received.

Hosmer—S8

pic-

in

MUSIC

THE

editors

{Anthony Hall.

"E Alden—J
D
Ashbough—S
Bishee—E H
"Baldwin—J W Burgin—E E
Blanchard—F Brown
O E Baker—J Boyd—W C Burns—J D Backus—
W Ballinger—L G Clark—G W Colby—R Carpen:
ter—PA Chace~R Clarke—H G
Cortiss—SG Clark
—A Chadwick—G W Dally—J 8 Dinsmore—G
¥dmonds—F Earl—J Edgecomb—-T H Fierce—
L Groves—J Gray—W Hildreth—L Hassett—C L
Head—J

A

day

fashionable

handkerchiefs

11Yy

Millions who have used the Dreceiing numbers,
and now desire something new, will
be glad to
get No. 4. Some of these songs have already
een sung by Messrs. SANKEY, MCUGRANAHAN and
STEBBINS in their meetings with great acceptance.

In accordance

«permanent Fund.

AND

WILD

A CHRISTMAS

22.72

Gem

75 cents.

BOOK.

EXCELSIOR

' THE NEW SUNDAY-SCHOOL

The Greatest Number of the Year.

10.0v
67.88

11!

THE CHRISTMAS
ST. NICHOLAS.

5.00

er at Hurper’s Ferry

DAY

PANSY (weekly), 50 ots. a year.
1200 choice illustrated books free.

5.00

Mrs M A Pendleton NorNY

i

30.00
8.00
89
14.00
<J1L.20
4.21
3.20

£9
10.00
11.20.
42
3.20

Mrs Dolly Rouse Phil.
adelphia N Yt

pei’s Ferry

1.67
3

2.79

[4

The names of writers for the COMPAN-

10x and a selection from the topics that will be treafed in the
coming volunie are given below.

selected the pret-

JOHN CHURCH & CO.,
No Oxew yore | CINCINNATI, 0.

from Longfellow, Whittier and many others.
Oia) water-color drawings. Elegant cloth,
$5.00.
2
BEAUTIFUL
FERNS.
With
superb-colored
plates, life size. Quarto, elegant cloth, 86.00.

THE

2.00

' Pike Mission Band for
Gouri
Rev 8 R Evens on Mortgugo
.
.
"WM 8S Union Q M
West Stephentown ch
Sherburn church
.W M 8 Philadelphia N Y
"W M 8 DePauville *

M E

1.10
le

9.00
church

GRIMALKUM

ton,

2.00
a2.

83
200

s

Q %

wich

S
rd

1.00

2.00
2.00

© Marilla church
ip

1.08

;

“

Utsego Q M
_ South Dayton church
“WE 8 Potman East Phar.

Soc:

*3110.00
+ 165

$335

Joseph Jones Ames, N Y
‘WwW
8 Attica
+ Hiram Dutton OtselicN Y
Hattie
Balcom
Redfield

EVERY

THE CATS? ARABIAN NIGHTS.
M. Diaz. Quarto, $1.2).

Mis. C, A. CLARK,
Central Association.
Receipts for November,
FM,
HM
Ed

FOLKS’

BEAUTIFUL

29 to membership,
;
’

REV,

or

ear, and twelve full-page pictures, in colors.
Square 18mo, tinted edges, $1.00.
ON BOARD THE ROCKET. By Capt. Robert C.
Adams, The story of an East
India voyage.
Cover in eight colors and silver. Quarto, $1.00.

preached 88 times, held two revivals, visited 155
families, organized one church, attended: three Q.

Ms-, baptized 4, and received
Yours respectfully,

by Rosina Emmet.

ture, a verse, and a blank for every

Cash paid out: on frieght, $35.59: Postage,”50
Valona church, $8.00; Mt. Zion, $300 Hopwell,

total cash paid out, $64,74, being . $2.55

breads,

ler, Adventurer, Knight, Astronomer and Politi.
cian.
4 Boyks
in
one.
Quarto,
illustrated,
board covers, $1.

LITTLE

We have distributed Slothing to 62 families, 226

persons

hot

EXPLOITS OF M. PETERKIN PAUL, as Travel+

total $43.60,

these several sums, we

flaky,

A FAMILY FLIGHT; Trrough France,Germany,
Norway and Switzerland. By Rev. E. E. Hale
and Miss Sosan Hale. Quarto, extra cloth, tinted edges, $2. 50.
:
BABYLAND, 1881. The Bound Volume. Wiih

00; L. F.
Danton, $1.00; Nettie Dunn, $1.50
Nellie Doon, $2.00; total $18.59.
Also to buy bread and seed, from Rev. Lot Har-

Rev,

/

Price $3 per dozen by Express.
Single specimen copy, 23 cts. by mail.
PUBLISHED BY
:

WIDE
AWAKE
PLEASURE
BOOK, L.
The
New Volume, 1881.
Quarto, boards 1.50. Cloth,
£2.00.
A

Vt., and

We have received money to pay freight from
Marilia Holt, §1.09; Rev, Lilley, $8.00; C. 8. Frost,

mon, Hampton,
Lewiston, Me.,
son, Me., $5.00;
6.00; Rev. Mr.

light,

New Holiday Books.

Blackstone

{Mass.), Dover, Wolfboro’ and Great Falls (N.
t.), and Lewiston (Me., Five barrels sent to us
have never arrived—one from N. Y. city ‘and one
from Hillsdale (Mich.), one
Awo from Lynn (Mass.)

such

luxurious pasiry.
Can be eaten by Dyspeptics
without fear of the ills resulting from heavy
indigestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER Co., New York.

H. M.

half barrel,

three bo xes and one sackiul of clothing, also one
bairel of Sunday-school books and
papers. Barrels and hoxes were estimated at
each, and
the sack and half barrel at_$15 each. They were
sent from Wilton (Iowa), Hillsdale and
Jackson
#(Mich.), Danville (N. Y.), Providence and Olneyville

includ-

|Christmas
Cantata.
By H. BUTTERWORTH and GEO. F. Roor.
New Music!
Merry Dialogue!

Absolutely Pure.

July 8; 1£81.

from the Woman’s

following:

TREO

A new and Amusing

To the Norton Q. M, assembled with the Lenora
submit

TR

Have spared no effort to present an Announcement of,
new features for 1882, that shall represent the best ability in
entertaining literature.

Iminense Reduction in Prices.

Catching
Kriss Kingle

Norton Co, (Kan.) Q. M. Home Mission.
We print by request the following report which
was sent last July, and should have appeared edrhe. The report was approved by the Norton Q.
Lenora, Kansas,

16 Pages,

e

7
|

IMPORTED SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.
Tm ree ~~

all

money contributed within the
bounds of the Mich,
"Y. M., should be sent for F. M.,H. M . and Edncation Societies.
Rev. J.D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be sent. (10128)

Your H. M. agent would

:

Cw
rw 2

=

Also Epps’ Choealate Essence for Afternoon Use. |
26t37e0

7
Responsive Service
Prepared by W. F. SHERWIN. $4 per 100 by express, 50 cts. per doz by mail. Single copy Sc.

Rev. 8. D. Bates, Treasarer Ohio Free Commuoion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52t38)

~church.

the Most Popular Authors.

RT

It 1s by the judicious nse of

Sold in tins, (only 1h, andib.) labeled,
JAMES EPPS & CO.,
Homaepathic Chemists, London, Eng.

o

CHRISTMAS CAROLS

Por dy Beautiful’

(25122)

whom

ih

New, Bright, ‘Charming.

All honey contributed for the Mane State 'M
‘sion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,

to

O.

Christmas Music!

REV,

Mich.

f

If you catch him, you can keep him, and have
Christmas all the year.”
Send 25 cts. for specimen copy: JOHN CHURCH
&CO, New York Office, 5 Union Square.

R’ J. RUSSELL, Clerk.
-HHouLTOoN
Q. M. Next session will be held with
the Haynesville church, Jan, 13—15
A
/
F. H. BUBAR, Clerk.

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansiog,

heavy doctor’s bills.

such articles of diet that a constitution ‘may be
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are
floating around us, ready to attack wherever there
is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure
bleodsand a properly nourished frame.”— Civil Service Gazette.
;
ih
Made simply with Foiling water or milk,

Come here, Bertha, let me whisper—it is Christ.
mas eve to-night.
ihe
And Kriss Kingle down the chimney comes with

-Conference Friday preceding, at 2 o'clock P. M.

Me.

in the fire-place
family scene is inare sung.
Can
ia
we must set the

aright,

]

* “By a thorough knowledge of the nafaral laws ho
which govern the operations of digestion nd nu.
trition, and by a careful application of ‘the’ fine:
properties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicatelyflavered beverege, which may save us many

mm Ee

Little girl catches Santa Claus
| and finds him to be
ndpa. A
troduced at which the old Carols
be gotten np in two weeks.
‘¢ Off, be off now, all ye.children,

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
AROOSTOOK Q.M. The winter session will be
holden with the Sprague’s Mill church, Fast,
2, P. M., Dec. 23—23. Come one, come all, with
the
. spirit of the Master, that we [ay receive a blessing.
:
L.'V. TowLB, Clerk.
|
Enemive Q' M', will hold its next session with
the Elmira church, commencing Friday evening
-Jan. 5, Opening sermon by Rev. O. 8. Brown,
Rev, G. R' Foster alternate.
;
]
Gi
A. P. HOUGHTALING, Clerk.
ENOBRRURG Q. M., will hold its Dec. session with
the church at Enosburg,
commencing Dec. 31.

BREAKFAST,

Poetry by Hezekiah Butter
Musie by Dr. G. F. Roet.

5 TE

Sotices and Bppointments,

EPP'S. COCOA.

Catching Kriss kingle
Humerous
worth.

=~

I.

Notice is hereby given that no advertisements
will be admitted to the columns of this paper o
whose
pure and
truthful
character’
satisfactory evidence is not given, and that if any
time it shall Appear that the managers have been
deceived as to the character of an admitted adver.
tisement, they will at once proceed to expose its
real character to the public,
!

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING,

ro Tp

Advertisers.

SE——

To

What They Say.
"DAY KIDNEY PAD Co., Buffalo, N. Y.:
I have
‘gold over 100 of your Pads and have never heard a
complaint. It gives excellent satisfaction, and I
believe it to be the best kiduey remedy now on the
market.
I. N. REED, Druggist, Toledo, O.

MORNING STAR, DECEMBER 14, 1881.
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-ters,

ES. i
PAC
numbeber containing

weekly ¢
of the year).
Ash eyetolore (unless during the dullest season

Terms as

.

Togo $
"And one copy fort
New Subscriber

Nov. 1st. will receive the paper |
Specimen copies Free. y {Arie

WEEKLY, a TH E

ALBANY

K.Y.
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ii your 8.8,
vithot 3 BLACKBOARD
Printed on heavy paper and ready for use.
zo 39"
Bae Ox 48,

Ours is by far the CHHEEAPEST

PRT

in the market.

Mustrates the International 8, 8, Lessons, sri)
to send for one; you
to any ministeror 8, 8. Superintendent. Do not fail
LAUER
$1,00, Ad
with ite Price, per year, $3.00; 6 months, $1.76 ; 3 months,
.
$
»7 Mention this paper..es
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THE
-

:

Clem found

where the beginning, had been made, she gauges
He' put it in his pocket her effort by her capacity for endurance.

and

BABY.

ter’s wife.

gown.”

asked

bad,”

moaned

the

little

to 'n

Ann
with

Clem’s

Sometimes she thinjgsgbat round her knee

Have given you back your youth to-day.

- Famalp Carle.
OLEM'S POCKET.
M. LIBBY.

only

but for Aunt Ann,” Clem said to himself,
and I dare say he was right, for before
Miss Raymond had finished the fall sewing her father had his Kitchen chimney
~ made over and she had to go home to
cook for the workmen.
Then Claude
sprained his ancle, and the baby cut three
pockets

and

when Aunt Ann came and gave Clem

six.

he was glad he had to eat

them all at once, on account of having

no

pocket.
“I'm afraid you're greedy,” said Aunt
Ann, looking at him severely, ‘‘ sometimes I keep a peppermint three weeks.”
«I hav’nt any pocket,” explained Clem.
Mercy, child!” said
Aunt
Anny

¢¢ fetch the piece-bag, while 1 get out my
was

in bed or take off his sack, but almost before the ‘* pepper bite” had left his mouth

the pocket was made and Aunt Ann was
sewing
it in.
* You must mind what you put in your
| pocket,” said the good auntie, biting off
the thread, ** God can see in your pock-

ot.”

:

She

was

and there, the tension
months being relaxed,

sent

home,

‘of the last six
wandered about

and

my

common

sense

When Clem is a big boy, he may
some day in an old book this verse:
| +“ But ah, the pillow néxt my own,

why

after

the

vitality,

the other, that

no

human

performance of it.

and communion,

enter.

be-

forbearance

once

reached,

the

for and received

To the rural

«You never can tell what will grow,”

business matters were going wrong

joy in the mere
which makes even
we lose elasticity
firm will to set in

bounding heartiness of Mr. Gough.

a-

But

his Mary was then an inspiration to him

muscles, nothing is needed’

been

idle,

or

whiled

away

their

time on street corners, or in games of
cards or billiards. They were too busy.
— Youth's Companion.

the time
being, and there was little
ready money in the family purse. So

Dora's precions’study hours were confis-

broken constitutions.

John

but common

To lire slowly and

Ploughman’s

Almanac,

has

ural course for the young, but if it could
be learned it would be a lengthener
8
] of

Brotherly love is the livery of God's
servants.
Expect to be disappointed to-day.

| Mained after the rest of the family had | benefit of it, they may possibly be able to |
A fatal sleepi- | with fine physical health.

Every
out yor

4 broken Sabbath'is never mended.

The school
:

*

“The end of this part of the story is that

she graduated as one of the foremost

students of the academy,
judged

advisable -to

It was
give

not

valedic-

fortunatelya youth and childhood oftgm-. bonis 44s PRAOTIOAL

perance will have giveh them enoug

capital to support them through the ex-

penditure, if not too lavish, and they can-

not do themselves the harm that might be

orthodox ‘warning, for she did‘ not fall | Jo,rned at school are

self-inflicted by the growing boy or girl.

have had them. This is not a properly | [tis

sick of nervous prostration,

die of over-

work or live to become a wreck of ‘womanhood. Bhe is now moderately strong,

but realizing

so

well

that a mistake,

| which might have been worse had she

to be remembered that the facts

of little value jo]

comparison with the habit

of study

and |

HINTS.

Never seek to obtain an article from
another for less than its value.
Keep thy heart, and then it will be easy
for thee to keep thy tongue.
4

Ln

account,

The Bird's-eye view

of

the.
Falls gives a better idea of them , at a glance
,

than

their

any mere descriptcan
iondo without it,

The Home Circle is the name of an illastrated magazine about to be published: by the
American Baptist Publishing Rociety, 1490

cham-

Chestnut St., Philadelphia. We have received
imitate their examplIfe.
this book proves a. this number in advance which is for January
1882.

success, as of course it will,it will be followed
women.

and purify and realize the high ideal of Ameri.

¢an and Christian homes. It will dwell upon
serious matters pertaining to the welfare of the

THE
TRIBULATIONS
OF A CHINAMAN,
in
China.
From the French of . Jules Verne.
By y gins Clumpiin,
With tifty Illustrations.
Boston: Lee & Shepard, New York:
- C. T. Dillingham, 1882. Price $1.50.
This is a good

representation

Celestial

of

Empire.

peculiarities are here

the

The

home, avoiding dullness.

inner

national

have been engaged, The articles and
the present number promise well.

Kin Fo, the hero is a

CLUB,or

““ Subscribers to art periodicals are naturally

the

the Lively

which accompany them, are easily applied.

Boys of Rivertown. By B. P. Shillaber. by
the same Publishers as the lust. Price $1.25.

LIKE A GENTLEMAN is published
house. "Price $1.

by

The genius

of

the

writer

there are no less than fourteen pages of practi-

the same
:

cal designs for china painting, wood carving,
art needlework, painting on silk, * etching?
on linen, etc., ete. The much esteemed
designs of Camille Piton are contributed exelusively to The Art Amateur. These have in-

is pretty

well understood and we should expect it to be
spiced with the absurd - and laughable; but as
long as it is innocent it will afford a fund of not

cluded sets of large and small plates; highly
decorative plaques of heads, birds and flowers;

unhealthy . amusement.
The object of the
story is to show that boys who impose rules

upon

themselves and

carry them

panels for screens

complete

out may

but the

others

title

By.

* Bossy

and

Bonny,”

furnish

designs

for

be

will

decorafions

Esch additional subscription, $3.00.

Mon-

tsgue Marks, Publisher, 28 Union Square, N,
Y. City».

.
So

LITERARY NOTES.
has been the demand

great

for

Frank Al

* Squirrel

Mischief,” ‘ Bunn’s Adventures,” “ Squirrel
Wooing,” The type is large and clear, the
illustrations appropriate, the stories ingenious

The

calves, squirrels, birds, cats, rabbits, dogs,
boys and girls in the text and pictures cannot
fail to enlist the attention of the children and
make it an acceptable Christmas or New Year's

HE

Mr.

whole edition has been sold before the day of
publication. A second edition will be out in
a few days. Though as intensely interesting
and
true
and
and

fascinating as any romance, it is a strictly
story, and contains descriptions of birth
wedding ceremonies, festivals to the gods,
many customs peculiar to the - Telugus,

never before published,

thus

fully supplying

the want so often expressed for a more extendThe
ed knowledge of this wonderful people.
story gives a faithful picture of the hoe life of
the natives, and describes the conversion of
one of the representative class, and his advance
from the darkness of heathenism to the light of
The frontispiece is a correct
Christiunity,
likeness of Lukshmiah, the hero, who is now a

and who sometime will
student at Ramapatam,
be beard from us a leader and guide among his

people.

Darkness

“From

Light,”

to

cloth,

Illustrated, sent postpaid on receipt of $1.25.
Colenel A. F. Rockwell is

writing

reminis-

cefices of the closing scenes of President
field's life for

corporated

A. 8S. Barnes

in

future

&

Co.,to

editions

GarLe

in-

of their

In

Memoriam— Garfield, by Maj. J. M. Bundy,
editor of the N. Y. Evening Mail.
It will
be furnished separately for those who have
already purchased Major
Bundy's book, or

desirable, as well:

ag cheapest, biography in the market.
The author of Barnes’s * Popular History of
the United States ” has added a new chapter
covering events of the last decade. This is the
only illustrated history
of our country, worthy

of the name, which is complete in one volume.’

Ex-Secretary of N, Y. State, Jobo Bigelow,.
speaks of this work as the only histery ** written on the true plan,” They announce.-a
popular treatise of intense interest on ‘ The

Oplum Habit and Alcoholism,” by T. H. Hub-

bard, M. D. - This book is the only work thai.

treats exclusively of the habits of opium
the

compounds

of

opium,

alcohol,

and

chloral-

"hydrate,
chloroform,
bromide
of potassium,
and:
a
Tom wil
fuelude
daganiption
f the signs
a

of disease With suggestions for ©
TA painful complications. The

A YEAR of MIRACLES. A Poem fn four Ser. | trafic in opium has grown from com paratively

By W. C. Gannett, Boston; Geo, | Hothing twenty years ago nto enormous pro--

H. Ellis, 141, Franklin St. 1881. Price 50 | portions, showing that the consumption of it
cents,
while stealthy 18 making terrible’ headway.
This. is in limp covers, red edges, of some

over 100 pages, Itcontains, ‘ Treasures of the
Snow,” *‘‘ Resurrection,” * Flowers,” and

* The Harvest. Secret,” = After speaking about
things in nature vanishing to reappear, a.dying
into wresurrection, the author turns the atten-

tion to man who will find an echo returning
from every partof human experience. * We
hear it grandly

in the fate

of

nations,

One

blots out another by conquest, then that vanisher rises
civilization.

again by slow absorption of its
The old cultures of the race are

thus secured and handed
rythmic history,

Hebrew

down in cycles of
absorbs Canaanite

and Persia absorbs Babylon, Egypt and Asia
to Greece

Statistics given in this book as to who use it
and in what quantities and with what effects
are appalling. 'All directions for effecting
cures are here given,
:
A new and enlarged edition of “ The Ladies
of the White House,” by Luura C. Holloway,
one of the editors of the Brooklyn Daily
Fagle, has been issued by J, W. Bradley &
Co, Philadelphia. It contains a lengthy sketch

of Mrs. Garfield’s life, and of Mother Garfield.
The life of the President, and of his adsassination and death, are incidentally ‘told in connection with his wife’s career. There are fine

steel portraits of Mrs. Garfield and Mother
Garfield, and an engraving of the home at.

and Greece
barbaris
m
Ne

Frank; and throughout the process man saves

Treat servants as you would like{0 be | his own and the forces, mental and

-

Clough’s Telugu Story, * From Darkness into
Light,” published by Mr. Corthell at the Mission rooms in Tremont Temple, Boston, the

makes it altogether the most

bertsen. - Illustrated by Miss L. B. Homhrey. Boston:
Lee & Shepard.
New
ork: Chas. T. Dillingham, 1881,
This new gift for the holidays consists of four

sketches,

to

bound ia the book. This addition still farther
increases the value of Bundy’s Garfield and

** She bent, and lifted form the sod
A leaf whereon his foot had trod,—
"An idle leaf, but dead and sere,
It held the heart's blood of the year!”

FOUR-FOOTED LOVERS.

continue

of

and

subscriptions, $10.00; four subscriptions, $13.
00,

will tend to make true gentlemen is worthy of
approval andfperusal.

THE

will

evena

consisting

George R. Halm

suggestions for home

it is a dan-

of themes

furniture;
and
a mantle,

especially valuable. The price of Thé Art
Amateur is 35 cents monthly, or $4 00 a year..
Club rates: Two subscriptions, $7.00; three

gerous sentiment to imbibe, but any book that

The poems are on a great variety
both entertaining and instructive.

and
for

menus, ball programmes, fans, kettle-drum
cards, etc., ete., and leading artists will contribute original designs for ladies’ dress. The

is none the less apropos.
We desire that all
our boys should learn to be gentlemanly“in all
their associations with others, especially with
their elders. On the other hand, when the boys
get the idea that to smoke, drink and use pro-

fane language makes a’ gentleman

facing

eighteen full sized tiles.

succeed as well as older persons; aud may
possibly continue youth into age by familiar
intercourse with the boys.

The last volume is anonymous

In

the current (December) number, for instance,

The former belongs to the “ Ike Partington
Series.”

cuts of

desirous of selecting the best. Each has its
merits, but The Art Amateur is of the highest
practical value to students and amateurs. Its
large size enables the publisher to give mot
only pictures, but an abundance of working
drawings, . which, with the simple directions

Read it for yourself and see,
RUNNER

-

writers in England, France
and Germany
whose articles appear in other magazines will
be transferred to this, and eminent writers

philosopher and his career will surprise the
stranger, but one having
the key to Chinese
character is prepared
for almost anything
wonderful.
His marriage and habits of life
are as peculiar as the race to which he belongs

DOUBLE

A wide range of sub-

jectsis in contemplation and some of the best

depicted with apparent

naturalness and felicity.

The object is to

reading for the home circle such as will elevate

;

life in the

B. Griffeth; Secretary.

“ disseminate “evangelical truth ” and furnish

by a volume of sketches of eminent temperance

yield
Sertai Ro thoughts that will biusly in | Minor
er and A Persia10

WOLGBs

‘of the

pions stand up before us in this work to enlist

Tpe other side of the road always looks | mons.

ol

Children's:

us to
our attention, win our hearts, aud inspire

man ean be managed, if you find | present.
na 3
Bapaged i d
:

i

brain was active for hours,

the pocket h :
i.

ge
3
immortalized.
This large collection of temperance

of the

No. 6 Bond 8t., New York, at $1.00 per
year,
Illustrated. The first article on Niagnra
Falls
his several cots which add much to the
interest

trans-

carry

number

Museum: is published by F. B. Godda
rd & Co.,.

mittedto the latest posterity. Such men as
Neal Dow and John B. Gough, to say nothing
of the rest of the galaxy equally deserving,

and the make-up of the book attractive.

heart is essential.

The Christmas

of ‘men we wish to remember.

the

A clear bead is desirable, but a clean

take enioyment rationally is not the nat-

tory honors, “or she “would [probably

24

of theen-

and whose deeds pass into history to be

<Ob

following adages among others :
sense and rest.
:
:
He who closely clings to God, oft esIt is well to consider, too, that most of
us are more necessary to our own well- capes the chastening rod.
Unlaid eggs are doubtful chicks.
being than to that of the world in general.
It can do without our work far better than
Heart of gunpowder! Shun the candle
we can afford to sit down and nurse of temptation.

for

cated for dish-washing and darning. Of
course no one was intentionally unwise
or selfish in regard to this.
Her service
was necessary and willingly given ; ap-

have

a

physical semse of life
breathing a pleasure,
and demand a good,
action tired nerves and

S818. AU8 AR,
|

mementoes

mal-

titudes of them will join the “ Reading Union”

before the close of the next year,

They, impress us 48 a company of noble men
who have taken a noble stand for the truth,

THE

dis-

eanest.
ness attacked her at “nine, one which years, the time until, as the valedictorians
Read your Bible as you would read
made her despair of rallying enough to say, the students, * step over the ‘thresyour
father’s will,
absently bunting for the corner of his understand the words before her; but for hold of life,” are the ones during which a
How
will it look by daylight ?
this
she
had
two
remedies,
a
brisk
walk waste of vitality is most harmful, and they
“Ivs all
Pray
for
the minister, and you pray for
done,” he cried joyfully, aud was gone for u quarter of a mile and back, or a are the ones over which parents can have yourself, .!
before
Aunt Ann could get her thimble draught of strong coffee surreptitiously .an influence. Afterwards, if the grown
One hour's cold drives out seven years’
obtained from the. kitchen. The period son and daughter wish to experiment on
off, or put away her needle.
heat.
:
of demand for rest once passed, her
“1 must catch him long enough to
their own constitutions let them do it, but
ob
od
> ro-re
+ Aunt Ann is ‘aye sticking in’ a Bible

The pictures

affords

everywhere and it is sincerely hoped
that

graver and of the pen together, are valuable

reader.

or

When, instead of willingness to work,

end of the term, but to be one of a number of ambitious people is meritably inspiring, and this was a brilliant class.
Dora held her ground easily until home
affairs begin to demand attention. Her
mother was half-ill ; they could not afford
to hire a servant because Mr. Sheldon’s

ley

have
him learn that verse right,” she said

executed.

music

are well worth the attention of 'young peoplé

add

The sketches of these workers in temperance

arg well

The

in Pound,” * Wee Willie . Winkle,”
“ How
Alice Spent Twenty-five Dollars,” “
On the
Farm in Winter,”
The Baby's Escapade,”
are articles notto be passed by in readi
ng;,
neither are the Magna Charter Stories. ‘They

of

in his hours of unavoidable depression;
5
\
woman becomes a subject to the body's and how much he has been indebted to
demand for narsing. Henceforward it her, all along his magnificent career, for RECOLLECTIONS OF AUTON House. A Book
THE AVERAGE SOHOOL-GIRL.
for Children.
With - Illustrations ‘by C.
Not the average boy, because he, fortu- has to be consulted on all occasions. Will his courage and fortitude, it is, of course,
Auton. Boston: Houghton, Miflin & Co.
such
an
effort
involve
a certain waste of impossible to say. She nourished and
Te Riverside Press, Cambridge, 1881. Price
nately, having as much muscle as nerve,
can take care of himself. Between ball- strength, and can I afford the outlay? nurtured and cheered him, with such love
These reminiscences made work for the
playing and Latin, rowing, wrestling and must then become the question attending and confidence as her woman's heart Auton
wrote it, and amusement
for the
every
proposal of work or amusement. could pour upon his quick, susceptible, Autons who
mathematics, he manages to attain an
who read it. Instead of Bertha’s baby,
The person who is regardless of his phy- and mercurial nature.”
eyen development, while she, although,
or somebody’s two or three babies, there were
a full dozen born in this house of the same
perhaps, sufficiently healthy; lacking phy- sical well-being is quite sure of being
O--0
0-0
9-4
parents and they all lived to grow up and they
sical training, may lose an amount of obliged to consult it in the end, and often
SOME POOR CHILDREN,
each and every one had as much fun in them as
to such an extent that he feels humiliated
vitality during her school course which
one of Bertha’s or Saruh Ann’s. As a matter of
We
owe
more
to
poor
children
than
we
knowing
and
feeling
bodily
restrictions.
ought to serve as capital for years aftercourse they would keep things lively, and that
think.
Columbus
was
a
poor
boy,
often
And to what end has all his Jabor tended?
wards.
:
needing more food than he could get. is just what the boys want.
Dora Sheldon is a case in point.
She Usually to gratify youthful ambition in a
was, five years ago, a girl of moderate very expensive way. The young have a Luther sang ballads in the street to get Poems. By Harriett Prescott Spofford. Price
$1.25. By the same Publishers as the above,
ability and more than ordinary ambition. vagué and zealous determination to do the funds for an education. Franklin
1881.
A
Everybody who had a right to be, was something great, and attempt the carry- used to buy a roll for a penny and eat it
BOYS AT CHEQUASSET; or *“A Little Leaven.”
proud of her, and nebody thought of ing out of all sorts of half-formed plans at alone. Lincoln and Garfield were poorly
By Mrs. A. D, T. Whitney. Author of the
‘ Real Folks” Series, ete.
By the same
curbing her extravagant zeal. Dora liked a great expenditure of force. The desire clothed and worked very hard. Dr. LivCompany.
1881, Price $1.25.
ingstone learned Latin from a book on
but the makbooks ; she was happiest in study. Why is good, the effort laud#ble,
The authors of these volumes are of estab.
should a red-cheeked, bright-eyed girl be ing haste to be great is a..mistake. An his loom while at work. Emily C. Judlished reputation, and their admirers will need
advised to be cautious? The last two ambitious child may be safely held back, son used to vise at two in the morning no word of recommendation from us, as the
Years of the school course were not easy and there ought to be much comfort for and do the washing for the family. Gum- names themselves are sufficient vouchers for
ones. There was a spirit of emulation her in the fact that the human frame will betta was poor and slept in an attic. Lu- the character of the works. The story of the
cy Larcom was a factory girl. Dr. Hol- ‘‘ Boys at Chequasset, will doubtless find inendure an. immense amount of work
abroad in the class, and each gir] worked
for the honor of being among the. five reasonably carried out. But when desire land was poor and a school-teacher. Cap- terested readers among the boys and girls too,
outstrips capability, and effort runs be- tain Eads was barefoot and penniless at of every plcae, and what is better they will be
leaders.
There were no marks to be
profited by the. reading.
striven for, and no public honors at the fore capacity, no one can be benefited. nine years old. None of these people

:
| * Thou God )seest til twelye
or one o'clock.
you to learn
this verse,

looking over the big basket of mending.

They

and cannot fail to arouse the curiosity of

like candor, the cheerful faith, and the

«That's a side thimble, child. 1 want | retire
for the night
d it was sometimes un- | send their children out into the world |

me.”

they are by no means caricatures.
| very much to the value of the book.

everything.

terest of the story, * Rob’s Father,”
* Griselda

Judging from those we know, we ‘can say that

portable, she turned ker back in sorrow
upon those who had cast hér away from
them, and traveled on foot until she obtained a place a8 a domestic servant.
Her high and rare qualities as a Christian
woman were soon discovered, and from
the kitchen she was raised to more con-

tween him and his subsequent wife followed. As for all their many years of
mutual helpfulness, it is not for me to
speak. Theirs was a marriage made in
heaven. For one entire week they remained with me, and my then little family. We had the best, of opportunities to
see the unstudied simplicity, the child-

in-

man

plead

a

commen\ation.

some clothing, which was done up in a

boring district school.

fringing on nature's indulgence without
any appreciable effect, but the limit to her

there were

her father met her at the

trict
school-house
in
Massachusetts,
where Mary taught, Mr. Gough went one
evening to give a lecture. A meeting be-

work

on

Having

of being

to the season of the

Vivacity seems to char-

a
pleasant entertainment. There are
eral
full-page engravings besides the many
smaller
ones thrown in by the way to wdd to the
in-

these men accompanying the pen-portrais, and

her

genial service as the teacher of a neigh-

To take the first ground, it is, as every
go

by

door of his residence and forjade her to

j

one knows, an easy matter to

reputation

will live when dead; they can not

she announced to

father that such an act would deprive her
of a place in her home.
§er faith, however, proved equal to her cruel trial. On
her return from the church of confession

which

being’s

When

Church, she was at once assured

is of sufficient importance to the world to
Justify him in sacrificing his health to the

find

the

influence with them; their names are already

has

her parents that it was her intention to
unite with the Bowdoin St. Orthodox

Lave

« My" kittie ‘does wo.
Claude says for she held her usual place in the class, | life—not of its years, perhaps, but its
oan sea'in
the dark. That's a
piece and no one inquired how it was done. | pleasure. If the people who have the
he Ee
isnt it S pace Moreover, no one knew that when she re- | lesson by heart choose to give others the

right up through jt 1»

Kirk in Boston.

come to the rescue and I should have
saved myself without such a waste of
time.”
)
Her case is that of dozens of equally

it out

my confi-

labors
and’ amazing
successes. He
brought with him his young wife Mary.
Their meeting, courtship, and marriage
might have been thought romantic, had
they not been so plainly ordered of the
Lord. Mary had been awakened to the
Christian life by hearing a sermon of Mr.

possibly

would

shadowed—and

grown with all the years of his prodigious

averted altogether. * For,” said Dora,
*“if I could have borne the strain a little
longer,

a receat

dence in him as a true Christian man

ings to gain these hard, personal truths
al second hand, but if it is it surely becomes worth thé effort of the people who
have once learned them to save the
younger generation = the painful experience. There are two important facts to
be fixed early in life; one, that physiology is not a speculative science, the truths
of which may or may not be proved, and

and * they looked jus’ like she cried I"

her lessons were
* He peesin the night and day both.” | parently
Parent
: well prepared,

Your finger sticks

for a moment

her bodily strength, the catastrophe would
have been deferred months

in

and Events,” gives a very interesting account of his early acquaintance with John
B. Gough and his wife Mary, who were
his guests for several days at Chatham,
New York, soon after their marriage, as
long ago as 1847. ' He says:
‘1 had faith in him then, when his
name had at the dawning of his fame been

travagantly, and nature, as she inevitably

thin and nervous.

has

acterize

brilliant writer; and he has given some fifty
We tind in it the engravings of thirty-two

MRS. JOHN B. GOUGH.

telligencer entitled ¢*. Recollections of Men

less

suaded that it is possible .for human

tears in those beautiful eyes.

O dreamer! knitting all the day
Your dreams in with your stitches gray,]
Yours is a happy, happy bheart—
A haunted world from ours apart;
The years that turn your tresses gray

:

became

AND

Rev. Dr. Elbert S. Porter,

oughtto serve for years, has been exhausted in months, I am not yet per-

tsilk-dress, and, puting her arms around
him, kiss him again and again and
laugh and say, ‘You little, darling goose,
if you were mine, I should be the happiest woman in God's world.”
But Clem says he looked in her eyes,

and then he will know

Clem

hours fixed itself, and sleep

The author

adapted

year and Christmas.

temperance veterans a life-like and inigpasting

Cultivator.

article, ore of a series in the Christian In-

ing while there is need of applying it, as

The little boy I used to kiss is dead,” -

8he sings some songs of long ago,
"And on her mother’s loving breast
She rocks her little ones to rest.

until

drank in life as if it had been wine and she
was rendered thirsty for itby some warm,
exhilarating atmosphere. A habit of late

to find

Is never rampled by a shining head,
My singing birdling from the nest has flown,

Her children play in happy glee,
%And when they tired and sleepy grow,

was out of the question for mamma,

MR.

illustratious are

By George
W, Bungay, Author of "Off bund
Takings,” Vol. 1. New York: The National
Temperance Society & Publishing House,
No, 68, Reade Street, 1881. J. N. Stearns,
Publishing Ageunt,
;

complexion deserving of high

dren to learn the lesson of patient work-

:

should kneel down on the sidewalk in her

She talks with them. When brown-winged bee
Makes merry in the locust tree,
She thinks he comes and sits with her,
Whose voice was love’s interpreter.
O dreamer! young again to-day,
What matter if your hair is gray?

so making

—dmerican

She

doubt, be protected from their own folly
by a little prudence on the part of the
father and mother. It is as well for chil-

making holes in the mud with his new

Can hide the ones she loved of old.

it’t all,

and learning, libraries and theaters.

snow would all dry 'n now God saw her
take 'em. Twas too bad,” and papas

boets, and the minister’s wife came by, she

Though years have fallen like the leaves
~ About the graves where Sithmer weaves
Her grass-fringed coverlet, to keep
Safe hid from all the ones asleep,
She sees them all. No grass nor mold

PEN PORTRAITS OF ILLUSTRIOUS A BSTAINERS,

used to it. There were treasuries of art

ambitious school-girls, who could, without

bedewed

she

Ann and Clem for a day or two. He said
he had ** a opinion of her,” but a pair of
boots with red tops comforted him.
He does'nt know why, when he was

All wrapped about with peace and rest,
She thinks of them. For her they tread
The green earth with her. None are dead.

Fiterature,

guarded from their own zeal until they
are old enough to choose their own path.

accepted it gladly. Then followed the
usual experiences of city life to a girl un-

said

was
i

Auat

There was a coolness between: Aunt

But never as of those who lie

* Yesum.”

me

mustache
tears,

Beneath the wide and tender sky,
With folded hands on quiet breast

wait

too

shivering fellow.”
“I put ’em in my
pocket and hinged ’em up to dry.
Fred

She thinks of those who long ago
Went out across the threshold low ;
How many times her listening ear
Had thought familiar footsteps near,
And when she started up to find
A dead leaf rustling in the wind;

father or mother who must judge, and in-

a

to the the reader. This number closes
the:
volume. It has a'title-page *“ Wide
Awake
Pléasure Book ” with table of contents.
The

+

be driven and the timid coaxed, but the
very ambitious ought to be watched and

pitiful, little, flat

You've took ’em, Aunt Ann,” he

‘Twas

She dreams her dreams of what has been,
And knits her old-time fancies in.

heusewife.”
She did'nt even

Such

cried, *‘ you've took my snowballs. God
saw you. He saw you take 'em in the
dark night.”
“ Mercy, child,” began Aunt Aun, bat
Clem crept into papa’s bed.

THE DREAMER.

peppermints

the

the house aimlessly, uninterested in and
weeping snowballs ! Aunt Ann threw them even bored by the life which had once
out the door, straightened out the sack,
seemed so pleasant to her.
It took
and went to bed. The next morning was months of idleness and obedience to what
Sunday, but a howl arose in that house her impatient ambition called ** Nature's
almost before light, that spoiled every- whims” to restore the balance of her
body's morning nap.
:
1 powers. She has always insisted that,
Clem climbed the stairs in his night- had school life not been such a drain on

All day the white-haired woman sits
Beside the open door and knits;
No living thing her dim eye sees,
As busy with old memories

|

on with study, this time in the city, and
being less imperatively needed at home,

the sack pocket.

J.isping—* Father, us keep ;”
This is our baby
At night.
.
.
— Woman’s Journal.
Br nd

week,

Clem is fond of the minister's

to see

all mussed up in alittle heap on a chair!
Well, no wonder we heard a drip,” and
she held up two snowballs she took trom

Silvery sweet voice,

one

ol

another side of the question ; dunces must

gettingup to look. ¢¢ I remember hear- | does, sent in her bill in goed time. ‘The
ing him say something about drying it— consequence was that Dora was seen to be

" Two little feet,
Rosy and bare;
Two ehubby hands,
Folded in prayer;
Tired little head,
Dark-ringed with hair;
Soft baby-face,
Dimpled and fair;
Pansy-blue eyes,
Heavy with sleep;

teeth in

his

Experience, always the most cruelly kind
teacher, was her only one. Directly after

graduation she had the opportunity to go

in

* Why, its Clem’s sack,” said Aunt Aon

All day.

i

his

indispensable than study and enjoyment.
drip, drip on the oil cloth by the stove.. . Accordingly she used her strength ex-

This is ot baby

1

out

by to-morrow.”
That evening, after Clem had gone to
bed, mamma wondered what made that

‘Bright, laughing eyes,
Can’t see enough;

had

pulled

wife, but he is not blind to her faults.
He thinks she laughs too much and too
loudly.
’
:
Fred was' partly to blame about the
snowball.
One morning, the ground
| was white with snow. * It's very damp,”
said Aunt Ann, ‘‘ the sun will dry it off

Tousled and rough;

BY ANNIE

he

minis-

mother called him

Trotting about
Where’er mother goes;
Soiled gingham dress,
Pat on just now—
They do get so dirty,
No one knows how;
Little black face,
Black each wee hand—
Been making mud pies,
:And playing in sand;
Dear, precious head,

He * would n’t ever

forgot it until

« han’chik™ to wipe his face when

little shoes,

Out at the toes;

on

.

sist on the extra hour in bed or walk in
the sunlight.
There is, to be
sure,

that in a barrel

blue hen left it.
Two

fea

=

14, 1881.

STAR, DECEMBER

Fred was not to blame about the egg. .not been blessed with good health inthe ‘will see that, however; it is the wise

Poetry.
OUR

MORNING

T

moral, are

iia 5 the only. work oF los. Kind

ever published g1ving complete and accurate
biographies”of * The

Ladies

of the White
formationof intellectual tastes, and there | treated yourself, were you in their place, | guided to the finer issues of ‘modern Europe | yjsuse,” in the order of the administratio
ns,
‘will be little compensation in classifying | The more entire our dependence on snd America.” * J.
from Washington to Garfield.
Lesson cards for children in the Subdaytoo many dry bones in order to retain a free grace, the greater is our joy and
The Christmas Wide Awake bas make its school for 1882 are issued by the Baptist Publi
place among fellow-students. No child peacein believing,
— Hewitson.
appearance, and the appearance commends it cation Society, Philadelphia at 12 cts, per year.
a
rd
I

$

——

THE MORNING STAR, DE CEMBER 14, 1881.
be more at heme among the cacti and
ves of the Tierra Caliente than among

in Byron,
of which'he was a worthy member
ut his death. Bro. W. had taken the Morning

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1881.

oO
a4

knew him, as he was loving,

6

PRESIDENT GARFIELD'S WRITING
DURING HIS ILLNESS.

His funeral was

STATE ASSASSINS AND THE DEThe tragedy

rable piece of writing by President Gar- |"

The December number

of the 2d of July last sud-

denly revived
public interest in an old
topic,—the defense of insanity in capital
cases. ‘It is a well-worn theme, much
discussed,
and always with an unsatisfactory result. What is moral insanity ?
‘What is legal insanity P Conclusive answers to both these questions have often

been

attempted,

but never given

with

such definiteness and decisiveness as to
shut off debate. Every day the controversy is resumed in our courts, and aparently it will go on to the end of time.
t is setiled one day, and the day after,
‘we find it is not settled at all.

**

What,”

‘said the late Dr. Forbes Winslow, ** is my

test of insanity? 1 have none. I know
of no unerring, infallible, and safe rule
or standard applicable to all cases.”
So
too, the British judges, whose effort to
* define the undefinable we shall presently
examine at length, after all their elabor-

ation of stalement touching what does
and what does not constitute legal insanity, finally
confessed that*‘ the facts of
each particular case must of necessity
nt themselves with endless diversity,

and with every shade of difference in each
case.” But if it be difficult to define
what is legal insanity, which is a mere
matter of human law, how much more
difficalt is it to determine
and define what is moral insanity? Dr. Sam
Johnson declares that ** all power of fancv over reason is a degree of insanity,”
and Montaigne asserts that between genius and madness there is but ‘‘ a half
turn of the toe.” M. Taine concurs in
this dictum, and philosophically avers that
** insanity is not a distinct and separate
#mpire
; our ordinary life borders upon
it, and we cross the frontier in’ some part
Of our nature.”
It bas been the periodic mission of the
mssassin to revive this mooted question.
QOoediy the world stands and shudders
with a unanimous horror, and the next
divides upon the old issue,— Was he in-

sane?

It is oppressively

monotonous, in

looking over these historical tragedies, to

{ind how invariably the modern imitator of
Brutus comes down to the footlights with
a pistol in one liand and a plea of insaniity in the other. In American history, so
dar, we have had only two creatures corresponding to what, in the vocabulary of
Europe, would be called regicides. In
the first case there was no opportunity offered to the assassin to plead insanity.
A vast amount of legal lore and . medical
qmetaphysics was forestalled by the sumsnary shooting of Wilkes Booth in the
‘barn where he was brought to bay.
It is, pérhaps, worthy of note that not

of The Century

magazine contains a tac-simile of a memo-

field, the ¢¢ Strangulatus pro Republica”
autograph—and in conjunction with it the

following letter :
t WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 17, '1881.
4s Equos oF THE CENTURY MAGAZINE,
“DEAR SIR: The

field took pen

or

late President

pencil

in

Gar-

hand four

¢ 8. Immediately after,

he

signed

an

extradition paper, sent from tke; Department of State, first requesting me to read
the document—the old habit of thoroughness asserting itself.
*“4, August 11th, he wrote, on a larger clip, with a pencil, the

brief

letter

to

his mother, a copy of which has been
widely circulated.
:
* Very truly yours,
“A.
F. ROCKWELL.”

GEMS FROM EMERSON.
It is one thing to visit the pyramids
and another to wish to live-phere.
I have no expectation that any man
will read history aright, who thinks that
what was done in a remote age, by men
whose names have resounded far, has
any deeper sense than what he is doing
to-day.
Through the bruteness and toughness
of matter a subtle spirit bends all things
to its own will.
Our admiration of the antique is not
admiration of the old, but of the natural.
To believe your own thought, to believe that whut is true for you in your private heart is true

for

all

men,—that

which the tragic event thut has “recently

shocked and saddened both hemisphorcs
once more invests with melancholy importance, and presents for decision to an
American juryis—December Atlantic.
eA Ap A

MIGRATION OF BIRDS.
Familiar as

the

migration

there is, perhaps, no question in zoology
more obscure.
The long flights they
take, and the unerring certainity with
which they wing their way between the
most distant places, arriving and departing at the same period year after year, are
points in the history of birds of passage
us mysterous as they are interesting. We
know that most migrants fly after sundown, though mapy of them select a
moonlight night to cross the Mediterranean. But that their meteorological instinct is not unerringis proved by the fact
that thousands are drowned in their flight
over the Atlantic and other oceans.
Northern Africa and Western Asia are
selected as winter quarters. by most of
them, and they may be often noticed on
vheir way thither to hang over towns at
wight, puzzled in spite of their experience, by the shifting lights of the sureets
-and houses. The swallow or the nightingale may -sometimes be delayed by unexpected circumstances.
Yet it is rarely that they arrive or depart many days
sooner or later, one yeur with another.
Prof. .Newton considered that were sea
fowl satellites revolving
round the earth
their arrival could hardly be more surely
calculated by an astronomer.
Foul
weather or fair, heat or cold,

the

puffins

vepair to their stations punctyally on a
given day, as if their movements were

regulated by clock-work.

The swiftness

of flight which characterizes most birds
enables them to cover a vast space in a

brief tiwe.

The common black swift can

fly 276 miles in an hour, & speed

which,

it'it could be maintained for less than
half a day, would carry the bird from its
winter to ils summer quarters.
The
large purple swift of America is capable

-of even gpeater feats on the wing.

The

Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm.
God offers to every mind its choice between truth and repose.
Take which
you please,—you ean never have both.
Sleep lingers all our life-time about
our eyes, as night hovers all day in the
boughs of the fir-tree.
dolent,

bird,

They often follow the coast line of

- continents, and invariably take,.en their
passage over the Mediterranean, one of

Nature never rhymes her
makes two men alike.

ornithologist,

and

much

as

rep-

which

they

Defect in manners is usually the defect

fruit, I should think there was some proportion between the labor and the reward.

The stars at night stoop down over the
brownest,

the

homeliest

spiritual

common

magnificence

with

which

shed on the Campagna, or on the

ports of cases and full
Drs. Starkey &

-information,

Palen,

Street, Philadelphia.

1109

and

sent

1111

agin

that

The

distance traveled seems, moreover, (o
have no relation to the size of‘the travel-

blue-throat performs

and enjoys its winter holiday among
negroes

of the Soudan,

Laps,

the

while ‘the tiny |

ruby-throated humming bird proceeds
annually from Mexico to Newfoundland

and back again, though one would im-

- agine that so-delicate a little fairy would

still

remembered

and

life.

Her husband's death was

as she looked

forward

the heavenly

port and guide of

long and useful life.

Saviour who was

her

LEVERETT.—Mrs.

parents

Mary

went to her heavenly home

born Dec. 27, 1800.

the sup-.

through

their

CoM.

Turner

Leverett

Oct.

She Was

3.

Was converted under

Mehitable Hale died in Low95, in her 89th year. Previous

to a residence of five years
had lived, in So. Parsons§eld,
‘dnd
became eiyly converted
there at the
Baptist church

ganization,

Four

children,

in Lowell, she
Me., where she
joined the Free
time of its or-

three

of whom

were.absent at her death, are lefi to mourn the

duughter. can

where she bad

bestow.

CONSUMPTION.

her

husband’s

death

in

1878,

ton, Mass.

BICKFORD.~Oliver

died

in Day-

Christian,
and united with the Free Baptists,
sustaining an active,
and honorable member-

ship till ¢ ® close of Kis long and eventful life.
For many years’a pajron and constant reader
of the Star, by its tgachings, and the study of

the Bible, he

by voice and/

becapie established

vote,

one

of

in his relig-

the

first in his

town to voté for the old liberty party nominees, every measure of moral reform had his
co-operation and prayers.
He died in peace
after
a long illness, cared for by his children
who faithfully watched him to the last. One
daughter, living in Minn., was not able to be

present.

PREBLE.—Died in Litchfield, Me., October
24, Mehitable Preble, aged 71 years. She experienced religion 53 years ago in Lisbon, Me.,
under the preaching and efficient labors of
Eld. Dexter Waterman.
She was an invalid
for many years, and did not have the privilege
of attending the means of grace.
Wearisome
days and nights were appointed to her, but she
proved to her circle of acquaintances and
friends that patience had its perfect work.
The writer visited her a short time prior to
her death, when she expressed a hope of a
bappy exchange from her earthly to a heaven-

ly munsion.

MARK GATCHELL.

SPONSELLER.—Died
Oct. 31,
in
South
Bloom, O., of diptherial croup, Henry Earl,
only son of Bro. and Sister A. Sponseller,
aged 6 years, 4 months.
Earl was a very
bright, good little boy, and dearly loved by
all who knew him.
The hopes of parents and
friends, so far as this life goes, are all crushed,
but there is a glorious hope beyond.
The funeral, Nov. 2, at So. Bloom church (Base Line),
was attended by a large and sympathetic congregation.
Appropriute resolution were pass.
ed by the Buse Line Sunday-school of which
the deceased was a member,
;
J. C. ROBINSON.
Kidney

To So. Parsonsfleld,

so often borne testimony

to the

brought for burial. .Sister Hale bad spent many years in the Master's service, and during a
elpless confinement of two years, no regret

was ever heard, but daily petitions went up to
‘the Giver of all good for his sustaining grace.

Truly, * A hoary head is a crown of glory, if it
be found in the way of righteousness.”

WHITE. ~Dea. Daniel White of Elba,
N.'Y.,
died dugueh 26, agéd 87 years. Bro. W. professed religion’ many years ago,-and became

a member
of theF. Baptist church at Attica,
ye
but after moving to Elba he joiued the, church

OF CASES
this terrible disease
relieved,
in a short time

_, PERFECTLY CURED. _
HPL
EA 10:95
I

an

has had wonderful success,
and an immense
sale in every part of the Country.
In hundreds of cases it has cured where all else had
failed, Itis mild, but efficient, CERTAIN
IN ITS ACTION, but harmless
in all cases.
It cleanses, Strengthens and gives New
Life to all the important organs of the body.
The Ydver is cleansed of all disease, and the

Bowels move fréely and healthfully.

Also in Liquid Form, very Concentrated for
the conv
of those who
readily prepare it. It acts with equal efficiency
in eitherform.
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST. . PRICE, $1.00
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,

phia Press.

WE DO NOT CLAIM

that HoOD'S SARSAPARILLA will cure everyand
thing, but the fact thaton the purity
and
vitality of the blood depend the vigor
health of the whole system, and that disease
that
of various kinds is often only the sign
bing
nature is trying to remove the distur
sion
cause,we are naturally led to the conclu
that gives life and vigor to
t
a remedy
tha
imthe blood, eradicates scrofula and other
purities from it, as HooD’s- SARSAPARILLA
undoubtedly does, must be the means of preSooue
venting many diseases Wat oud
its useful: hence the field of
are
we
Renee the one, and
he
warranted in recommending it for all derangements of the system wh ch are caused

BURLINGTON, VT.

Comstipsationn

and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

MANORAKE BITTERS

-

MRS. 8. 8. MOODY,
No. 756 Broadway.
Lowell, Mass., Jan, 16, 1878.

‘Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

1s sold by druggists. Price $1, or six for$5.
Prepared by C. I. HOOD & Co., Lowell, Mass,

%
3
$777

A YEAR and éxpenses to agents.
Outfit free. Address P. O. Viek=
ery, Augusta,

Agents

Me.

1y36

wanted.

: For

RUGS | ciroulgrs address with
TURKISH
stamp, E. , 58. FROST & CO., » Biddeford, h Maine.Sti

Awaits
Any Man
of OZONE in any

10t27eow

nothing

that we

per-

that

pre.

The Cincinnati Feed Co.,
is making

$5,(00 a wonth

country.

Malt

498 West
in

Seventh

handling

unpreserved

joveurh

to all

sours

Street,

parts of the

in 24

hours,

Pre-

served by Ozone it. keeps perfectly sweet for months.
These are instances which we have asked the privi-

lege of publishing.
io any of the above

Now,

to

There are scores of others.
ite
parties and get the evidence di-

prove

the

absolute

truth

of every

thing we have said in this paper, we propose to
place in your hands the means of provin

for

yourself

that

we have

not claime

half enough.
To any person who doubts any
of these statements and who is interested sufficiently

articles

other

for eggs, and

who Secures Control
Township or County.

to

make the

trip, we will

pay

all travelling and

expenses for
a visit to this city, if
any statement that we have made.

we

hotel

fail to prove
}

tention to our working agents,
Therefore, we cannot ___
give any attention to letters which do not order Ozone.

sent to any applieant on re-

you

to secure a township

or county. and then your way

PRESERVING

CO.

year.

(Limited)

S. IE. Cor. Ninth & Race Sts., Cincinnati, 0.

constipation follows

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

Dyspepsia,

Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, and many ofthe bestmedicines known are here combined into a medicire-ofsuch va-

the
Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Disetc., all of which

ried powers, as to make it the greatest Blood Purifier and
The Best Health and Strength Restorer Ever Used.

Dressing.

Never fails

Tt cures Complaints of Women, and diseases of the Stomach, Bowels, Lungs, Liver and Kidneys, and is entirely

Qj

to restore youthful color

\§

different from Bitters, Ginger Essences, and other Tonics,
soc. and $1 i sizes,
as it never intoXicates.
Hiscox & Co., Chemists, N.Y. Large «1 ng buying $1 size,

to gray hair,
50c. and $1 sizes,

Ee

these
Every

Bitters will speedily cure by removing the cause,

Keep the Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs

in good working order, and perfect health

Setect

will be the result. Ladies and others subject to Sick Headache vill find relief
and permanent cure by the use of these Bitters
Being tonic and mildly purgative they

Frery

THE

That
Y

ny

J
PI I

TL ELT
Ammann
LL
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Y ears

BLOOD

by expelling all Morbid Secretions.
Price 28 cts. per bottle.
sale by all dealers

in

FE very

medicine.

Send

Sota

address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions,
HENRY, JOHNSON & LORD, Props. , Burlington, Vt.

ste

buyer
an

guarantees
day

werk

good
and

.

of service.

A
ET

Organ

should

Organ

2

CC

is made

T: hroughout with
Fqual fidelity, and

. DR.

D.

Dyspeptic
Pills.

Headache

Yields

DYER’S
Liver

and

Pill.

Liver

Mandrake

F.

W.

Kinsman

unrivaled

tones.

EATTY
Rid reli

ORCANS
CHRISTMAS
PRESENTS!

BEATTY'S

}

27 Stops,

Providence, R. L., says,

pills for headache

and

F.

B.

Reeds. 16 1t
Golden Tongue Reeds.

EATTY'S

dyspepsia,

and

have

re-

ia for years,
+ | have been afilicted with dyspeps
at one time,
and had to eat gruel for seven months
was so weak
back
My
me.
ed
distress
and that
Feet and

that I had to lean on the sink to wach.
them in
hands were so cold that I had to warm
me. I
midsummer.—Death seemed Justpillsbefore
October,
In
Dyer’s
D.
commenced using Dr.
fd am enjoying
1877, and found reliel at once, food,
. work all da
health, eat any kind ot’
in ene year, anc
with ease. Ihave fla 5 foes
Av.
banter
good d satisfaction,
i
they have given
DYER—
PR.
'
n at Madison Bridge:
youre

aolden

Ointment

pete,

Burnham

Wald

ss
TESS

PIANOS.

TARE AND UPRIGHT
'ARRANTED, If you cannot
visit me be sure to send for Latest Out aelswhere,
logue before Buyl
8

$125 to $1600.

Dyer’s

than
more benefit from one box, of them
.
other medicines I ever used.
of
Society
1s honored member of ‘the
TE
30, 1878:
Friends, North Vassalboro’, Me., July

used

8
GRAND

Church,

ceived

The PARIS,

© BEETHOVEN,
14 full Octaves

is the Finest Organ ever
culars, Other
call at once for full
desirable New Styles now ready.

creasing.”

St.

ORGANS.

7.75.
only $65,

* Dr.Dyer’s pills are better than
says,
in.
recommended to be, and their sales are rapidly

“1 have used Dr.

PIANOS
NEW YEARS
PRESENTS!

Organ? Price.The
only $107.75
N,

Me.,
Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy); Augusta,
they are

Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park

J. ESTFY & CO., Brattleboro, Vt.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
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of
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Ozone

guarantee that Ozone will

preeerving and shipping it as feed

;

PRENTISS

re
Lom
so low when I comor piles and your pills. 1in was
1868, that my friends |
enced using your pills,
have Deen
hysicians despired of my life. I comfortab lo
your pills, and vow enjoy
by
Best and Fastest. |
AES WANTED fofandthe Bibles,
peculiariOne
charm.
8
like
They work
Prices ye-'| hea 1th.
Selling Pictoral Books
requires a less dose.
in them is, a continued Jee yours,
aN .
uced 83 per cent. National Pub. Co, Phila. Pa.
pUNTO
Ebtox
"
remain
.
ith thankfulness I
62t3
per
cents
25
Price
.#
Sample packages free to all orders to the pro
OURAN SHELLS & CHROMO CARDS,&
0
00. Address
{
Ee
no 2 alike, name on, 10¢. 50 for 6c. 40 Gilt
DR. D.'DYE
’ ors!
box
evel Bdge, 10¢. CLINTON & CO,, North Haven,
o Co, Maine.
Conn,

held

is absolutely clear to make from $2.000 10,0002
Give your full address in every letter, and send your letter to

TESTIMONIALS.
@ Rev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallowell, Me., says,
your
“| take great pleasure in recommending
pills, for they do more than you claim for them.” N.
Village,
Melvin
.)
A
Fernald
P.
Rev. 8.
give the best of satisfac
H., writes, ‘* Your pills
boxes. “=
tion, Please send me40

y

preserved

| pidigestion, Diseases of

Great

0!

&c.,

vou to the expense Of charges for return of money.
Our correspondence is very large: we hive all we can
to the shipping of orders and giving »tdo to attend

Headnches of 40 Years’ Continuance have
They are the
been Cured ty Them.

that if 1 stooped over the, would crack open
The
ring tears nto my eyes.
Refi ) me so Inne t iat 1 eon
first bottlele
1S
was eure
akin
tinued SHood’s Olive Ointment, to relieve the
itching. Hoping many others may learn the
S8arsaparilla and receive as
value of Hood's
’
much benellf as 1 Baye, 1 am,

there is

A FORTUNE

in a short time effect a perma-

For

be

The Most Valuable Article In the World

DR. HENRY BAXTER'S

PURIFY

can

Iryon think of any article that you are doubtful about
¢les in proportion,
ceipt of #2. This package will enable the applicant to Ozone preserving, remember we guarantee that 1f will
pursue any line of tests and experiments he de- preserve it, no matter what it is:
sires, and thus Sadly himself as to the extraordinary
merits of Ozone asa
Pr eservative. After having thus
REFERENCES.
satisfied himself. and had time Lo look the field over to
determine what he wishes to do in the future— whether
We desire to call your attention to a ciass of referto sell the article to others, or 10 confireit to his own ences which no enterprise or firm based on any thing
use, or any other line of policy. which 1s belt suited ) to but the soundest business success and highest con
or connty—we will enter into
him and to his townshi
mercial merit could secure,
an arrangement with him that will make a fortune for
We refer, by permission, as to our integrity and to
him and give us good profits. We willgive exclusive the value of the Prentiss Preservative, to the followresponsi=
first
the
to
privileges
t ownship or county
ing
gentlemen: Edward C.Boyce, Member Board of
and
a testi package
who orders
ble applicant
locality. Public Works; E. O. Eshelby, City Comptroller; Amor
desires to control the business in his
Smith,
Jr., Collector Internal Revenue; Wulsin &
for
The man who secures control of Ozone
Worthington, Attorneys; Martin
Harrell and B.er.
any special territory, will enjoy a mo= F. Hopkins, County CommissionerH.s; W.S. Cappell
him. County Auditor; all of Cincinnati, Hamilton County.
which will surely enrich
nopoly
These gentlemen are each familiar with the
a day pass until you have ordered a Test Ohio.
Don’t let
Package, and if you desire to secure an exclusive privis merits of our Preservative, and know from actual obit,
of
you
deprive
may
delay
servation
that we have withont question
that
you
assure
we
lege
for the applications come in to ns by scores every
first
come,
* First
telegraph.
by
musil— many
i
:
served”is our rule.
If you do not care to send money in advance for the
put
will
this
but
D,,
O.
C.
it
send
will
we
t est package
The $2 yon invest in a test package will surely
lead

and a thousand other diseases that
owe their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,

by an unnatural state of tire blood.

Why Suffer with Salt-Rheum ?

fact

remember

will be

There is no excuse
for suffering from

eases,

Cider

will not preserve. Think of every thing you
by this can that is liable to séur, decay, or spoil, and then

method, can be shipped fo Europe, subjected to
atmospheric changes and return to this country

Will give immediate relief, and

comvenient,— Philadel

beverage.

such as beef, mutton, veal,

A test package of Ozone; containing a sufficient quant ity to preserve one thousand dozen eggs; omother arti-

'KIDNEY-WORT :

Biliousness,

any

How to Secure a Fortune with Ozone.

one packagé of which makes 6 quarts medicine.

After

to

without additional trouble or expense.
AF" In

MEATS,

charging 1 1-2¢, per dozen

MEDICINE.

cure,

to keep

in proportion. He is preserving 5,000 dozen eggs per
day. and on his business is making $3.000 a month
clear. $2 for a test package was lils first investment.

Always cures BILIOUSNESS, (ONSTIPATION, PILRS and all FEMALE Diseases.
Is put up in Dry Vegetable Form, in tin cans,

nent

a temperance

F.K. Raymond. Morristown, Belmont Co., Ohio, is
clearing $2,000 a month in handling and selling Ozone.
$2 for a test package was Lis first investment.
D.'F. Webber, Charlotte, “Eaton Co,, Mich., has
cleared $1,000 a month since August.
$2 for a test
package was his first investment.
J. B. Gaylord, 80'La Salle St.. Chicago, is presersing
eggs, fruif, efe., for the commission men of Chieago,

4 is the most effectual remedy for cleansing the
system of all morbid secretions, It shouldbe
used in every household as a

(Will send the dry post-paid.)

in their

transported

:

i nvestment.

In this

way the worst diseases are eradicated from
thesystem,
As it has been proved by thousands that

SPRING

be

part of the world.
L
The juice expressed from fruits can be held for
an indefinite period without fermentation—hence
the greatest value of this process for producing

A.C. Bowen, Marion, Ohio has cleared $2,000 in two
months, £2 for a test package was his first inyestnent.
Woods Brothers, Lebanon, Warren County, Ohio,
made $6.000 on eggs purchased in August and sold
November 1st. $2 for
a test package was their first

The natural action of the Kidneys is restored.

Diseases.

Kidney diseases afilict the greater part of
the human race, and they are constantly on the
increase, but where the virtues of KidneyWort have become known, they are held In
check and speedily cured, Let those who have
had to constantly dose spirits of nitre and such
stuff, give this great remedy a trial and be
In the dry form it is most economical,
cured.

in the liquid the most

LIVER AND BOWELS.

-

can

serve it in ex actly the condition you want it for
in a state of perfect preservation.
any length of time. If you will remember this, it
EGGS can be tregted at a cost of less than one will save asking questions as to whether Ozone
dollar a thousand dozen, and be kept in an ordi- will preserve this or that article—IT WILL PREnary room Six months or more, thoroughly pre- SERVE ANY THING AND EVERY THING YOU CAN
served ; the yolk held in its nornal condition, and THINK OF.
¢
the eggs as fresh and perfect-as on the way they
There 18 not a township in the United States in
were treated, and will sell as strictly ‘‘choice.” which
a live man can not make any amount o
The advantage.in preserving eggs is readily seen; money, from $1,000 to $10,000 a year, that he
there are seasons when they can be bought for 8 plesses. We desire to get a live man inberested
or 10 cents a dozen, and by holding them can be in each county in the United States, in whose
sold for an advance of from one hundred to three hands. we can place this Preservation, and through
hundred per cent, One man, with this method, him secure the business which every
country
ought to produce.
can preserve 5,000 dozen a day.

It cleanses the system of the acrid poison
that causes the draadful suffering which
only the victims of Rheumatism can realize.

I

and

preserve for

~

pork, poultry, game, fish,

‘RHEUMATISM
THOUSANDS

climate,

period in their natural condition, retaining ‘their
odor and flavor, treated #n their original packages, at a small expense. All grains, fiour, meal,
The value of Ozone as a natural preserver has ete., are held in their normal condition.
:
been known £6 our atler chemists for years, but,
BUTTER, after being treated by this process,
until now, no means of producing
it in a practical,
will not become rancid.
Tas
;
inexpensive, and simple manner have been disDead human bodies, treated before decomp o0sicovered.
i
tion sets in, can be held in a natural condition for
Microscopic observations prove that decay is weeks, without puncturing the skin or mutilating
due to septic matter or minute germs, that de. the body in any way. Hence the great value of
velop and feed upon animal and vegetable stroc- Ozone to undertakers.
:
t ure. Ozone, applied by the Prentiss method, | There is no change in the slightest particular in
seizes and destroys these germs at once, and thus the appearance of any’ article thus preserved,
preserves. At our offices in Cincinnati can be and no trace of any foreign or unnatural odor or
seen almost every article that can be thought of, taste.
:
:
preserved by this process, and every visitor is : The process is 80 simple that a &hild can operwelcome to come in, taste, smell, take away with ate it as well and as successfully as a man, There
him, and test in every way the merits of Ozone as is no expensive apparatus or machinery required.
a preservative. We will also preserve, free of
A room filled with different articles, such as
charge, any article that is brought or sent prepaid eggs, meat, fish, etc., can be treated at one time,
FRESH

As it is for all diseases of the KIDNEYS,

of th> worst forms
have been quickly

native

and test.

THE GREAT CURE
?

mot

to us, and return it to the sender, for him

"KIDNEY-WORT

=

Bickford

Sold by druggists and dealers generally,
:

her

trusted for salvation.

*

thus removing the cause of complaint.”
DO NOT DE DECEIVED by articles bearing similar names. Be sure you get
2
DR. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
with the signature of “I, BUTTS" on the wrapper.
50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Bos-

- preaching of Eid. C. M. Sewell in 1840, and
united with the F. B. church near Quincy,
Adams Co., Ill. In 1857 she united with the
Free Baptist church in
Warren,
Illinois.

After

:

PHYSICIAN WRITES:

loosens it; cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,

Preservative, will

.| ble condition.

behind, as is the case with most preparations, but

|.

from Fer=

all time in a perfectly fresh and palata-

** It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause

the

home was with her daughter, near Delta, New
York,
October 2d she went to church and
greatly enjoyed being at the Lord’s Table, and
when returning home was thrown from the
carri
and received injuries which caused
her
death.
She went
without
conscious
suffering, to be with Jesus in whom she

new

including

A WELL-KNOWN

Vegetable,

There 1s nothing on the face of the earth fectly sweet for any length of time.
:
liable to decay or spoil which Ozone, the
VEGETABLES cao be kept for an indefinite

»

a

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

a great afilic-

toward

.

Hvery affection of the

by many

tion to her, and from the time of its occurrence
she turned her thoughts with ever increasing
interest to the life beyond. Solicitous, yet hopeful, her only trust was in Jesus, her Saviour,

Asthma,

Whooping Cough,

Maine,

discharged, 4] § was obliged to kee:

gaving power: of religion, her remains. were

the

are

Hampshire

not help scratehin;
hem
menced taking
Joo

PARTICULAR
NOTIOB. Ouituaries should
be
BRIEF and for the public, For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Siar it
1s but just that CASH should accompany the Spy.
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words, VERSES are inadmissible.

molting and broken-winged. This is the

among

New

open

rule in autumn. The return journey is ac-

Swedish

where they

in

Girard

®bituaries.

I
he

Influenza,

mal and

of the old and exploded processes, but is simply
and purely OZONE, as Produced and applied by
| an entirely new process. Ozone is the antiseptic
principle of every substance, and posressés the
power to preserve animal and vegetable structures
from decay.
2

Sore Throat, Bronchitis,

free.

rear is brought up by the weakly, infirm;

The

spent

3

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,

the

oo

an interyal, the parents; and, finally, the

er.

both

friends,—Sister Burlingame’s religious experiences deepened perceptibly toward the closé of 1

all

Joss of a mother, Helpless the last two years
of her life on account of a fall, she was ministered unto by that loving care which only a

its maternal functions

were

they

Protection From Disease.
The following, which we take from a letter
received from-one of our old patients at the
South, dated June bth, 1880, shows the effect of
Compound Oxygen in keeping up vitality under circumstances of great fatigue, loss of rest,
exposure to fever, and all the depressing influences attending on the sickness and death of
near and dear relatives, “ For ten weeks my
sister and I nursed our father (the late Judge)
constantly day and night, she using on half and
I the other each night.
I took the Oxygen
regularly twice a day, and though feeble and
much exhausted, did not have any symptoms
of the fever; while my sister, who did not use
the Oxygen at all, took the fever and died.
She, too, was very delicate, but I do not believe she would have had the fever if she had
been using the Oxygen.
We used every precautionary measure in the way of cleanliness,
pure air, wholesome food, ete.”
Our Treatise
on Compound Oxygen, containing large re-

in company.
Jdnvariably, the young
* broods travel together, then come, after

in the reverse order.

her, and

A New Process for: Preserving
all Perishable Articles, Ani-

mentation P utrefaction, Retaining their Odor and Flavor.
“OZONE—Paurified air, active state of oxygen.
— Webs
" fer.
This Preservative is not a liquid, pickle, or any FRUITS may be permitted to ripen
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W

esteemed

occured in March, 1879, she bad toiled nearly
half a century.
Their field of labor had been
chiefly Rhode Island, thqugh several vears

marble

deserts of Egypt.

the old and young birds, do the journey

complished

and loved by all who knew

highly

. ONE OF THE OLD

children, nor

of fine perceptions.
A
If a wan should send to me to come a
hundred miles to visit him, and should
get before me a basket of fine summer

three routes. But this theory will not
explain how they pilot th
Ves acrovs
broad oceans, and is invalidated
by the
fuct, familiar to every

discovered

r friends early appear to us

It is also true, as the ingenious Herr

long flights may be
grants during theirexperience
partly inherited and partly acquired by the individual

afterwards

accomplished,

resentatives of certain ideas,
never pass or exceed.

-0£1000 miles between sunrise and sunset,

«directed by an

have

was begun in us.
ke ship is a romantic object, except
that we sail in.
:

a journey

that mi-

we

that much was

chimuey-swallow is slower—ninety miles

Palmen has, altempted to show,

She was

ious and politica)/principles. and was truly a
pioneer in all tite progressive movements they
suggested.
old-time anti-slavery advocate

per hour being about the limits of its
power; but tho passenger pigeon of the
United States can accomplish

years the organist.

bapEast
been
eight

solitude.

ed

ON

painful

ton, Me., Sept. 26, aged 84 years, 1 months and
23 days. Bro. Bickford in early life became a

In times when we thought ourselves in-

of birds is,

but

genius.
It is easy in the world to live'after the
world’s opinion ; it is easy in solitude to
live after our own ; but the great man is he
who in the midst of the crowd keeps with,
perfect sweetness the independence of

where, and its circumference nowhere.

any sane man could bave committed
such anact? And that is the question

short

age of 10 years, and at 11 ygats of age was
tized and united with the
F. B. church at
Penfield, of which she for 13 years has
an efficient and faithful member, and for

is

MecNaughten,—

Could they believe’ that

N. Y., Nev. 18, after a very

ilmess, aged 24 years 3 months and four days.
Ella gave her loving heart to Jesusat the early

Hucksters,

KING FORTUNE MAKER.

EsTEN.—Ella O. Esten died at East Penfield,

finds help in that

in Great Britian and the United . States it
seems to be the assassin’s invariable defense. And in both countries counsel for
the accused start with
the advantage
of being able to ask the jury, as Mr. Cockburn did in the cases both of Pate and

Jerors, have offered the plea of insanity.

the choir of the Byron church, in the M, E.
church at Elba.
It was attended also by a
large concourse of people, who were glad to
honor one so truly worthy,
:
H. WHITCHER.

to Grocers, Packers,

and the General Public.

The

by the writer and

home.” One child, a daughter, survives to
mourn her loss; and in her bereavement she

->-*e

~~

te give liberally.

attended

times during his last illness.
church and the community feel deeply their
‘1, Sunday, July 17, at noon, dt his loss. The stricken mother and brother are all
request for writing materials, I placed in that are left of the family. The father died
last spring. They who remain haves the deephis hand a Slip ahd pencil. Lying on his est
sympathy of all, in their sore affliction,
back and holding up the clip in his left Nearly 400 people in this farming community
‘hand, he then wrote his name and the attended her funeral. She ‘fought a good
rophetic words, *Strangulatus pro-Re- tight.” She “kept the faith” and is gone to reT. A. 8,
ica, the fac-simile of which I now author- ceive her crown.
ize you to publish. What epitaph more
BURLINGAME.— Harriet Winsor Barlinsignificant, eloquent, and truthful than game, widow.of the late Rev. M. W. Burlin| game, died in Georgiaville, R. de June
26.
this—his own!
:
April 1,
¢ 2. August 10th, with a fountain pen, She was born in Gloucester, R
1806, and married January 28, 1830, by Rev.
he wrote his name on a clip.
= |
Reuben Allen. With ber husband, whose death

You cannot do wrong without suffering
wrong.
There are not in the world at any one
time more than a dozen persons who read
and understand Plato.
Our intellectual and active powers increase with our affections.
It is thought a disgrace to love unrequited. But the great will see that true
love cannot be unrequited.
St. Augustine described the nature of
God as a circle whose center was every-

one of the men who have of late murder-ed, or attempted to murder, czars or em-

kind, genial and

warm-hearted, always ready

©

TENSE OF INSANITY.

Important

Star from 40 to 50 years. He was loved, and
even reverenced as a patriarch, by all that

fhe firssand fogs of the north — London

+

The Mormang Star.
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Hoos Summary,
AT

s that
for the present be resumed, and suggest den
the national banks may properly be forbid
by law to retire their currency, except upon
reasonable notice of their intentions so to do.
Such legislation would seem to be justified by
the recent action of certain banks on the occaclon referred to in the secretary’s report.
Of the $15,000,000 of fractional currency still
outstanding, only about $80,000 has been re-

HOME.

Forty-seventh
TUESDAY, DEC. 6.——The
Gen, J. W. Keifer,
Congress met yesterday.
of Ohio, was elected 4s Speaker of the House,

Edward McPberson,of Pennsylvania, as Clerk,

George W. Hooker, of Vermont, a8 Sergeanta8
at-arms, W. P. Brownlow, of Tennessee,
Doorkeeper, Henry Sherwood, of Michigan,
Virgioas Postmaster und Fred. D. Power, of
Beyond the appointment of a
ia, as Chaplain.
orcommittee 10 inform the President of the
Toganization, no business was transacted.
the
day the President’s message 18 read, and ex-

until Friduy.—Several

House adjourns

yesperts were examined in the Guiteau case
anterday, but their testimony was confined to
swering 8 bypotheticul question. Pres. Arthur declines 10 appear as a witpess, but will
Gen. Kulrespond to questivas in writing:
patrick, U. S. Minister to Chili, is dead.
of
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 7.——The testimony

deemed

the past year.

that

The suggestion

this amount may properly be arépped from future statements of the public debts seems wor‘ Ii seems 10 me that the
thy of approval.”
time bas-arrived when the people may justly
demand some relief from their present onerous
burden, and that by due economy in the various branches of the public service this may
I, therefore, concur with
readily be afforded.
ihe seeretary in recommending the ubolition
of Internal Revenue Taxes, except those upon
tobacco in its various forms and upon distilled
apirits and ferménted liquors, and except also
the special tax upon the munufacturers of and
retention of
The
dealers in such articles.

the latter is desirable, affording -the officers of

Bural and Bonustic |
HOUSE GARDENING.

grow

prevent much

formerly

MoNDMy,

DEC.

\

12.—

.

Three

hundred

DEC.

6.—The

Rome, denies that Republieanism

charged

frauds

WEBNESDAY{ DEC. 7——A
Irish

Home

States.
1
who are

with the conduct Bf Lhe cases on the

upon

the

servie.”

Discussing

the

Indian question, Pres. Arthur recommends
first, ‘ the passing of an act
making the
laws of the various states and territories
applicable to the Indian reservations within their borders and extending the laws of
the state of Arkansas to the proportion of the
Indian Territory not occupied by the five civ-

of

ilized tribes” and second, “‘the enactment of a

is growing

general law permitting allotmentin severaltyto
such Indians, at least as desire it ofa reasoouble
quantity of land secured to them by patent and
orstheir own protection made inalienable for
20 or 25 years.”
The message treats of Mormonism as follows:
“ The existing statute for punishment of ihe
odious crime of polygamy so revoting to the moral and religious seuse of Christendom has been
persistently and contemptuously violated, ever
since its enactment.
Indeed in spite of commendable efforts on the part of authorities who
represent the United States, the law is practically a dead letter. The fact thdft adberents
of the Mormon church which rests upon
polygamy as its corner stone, bave recently
been peopling in large numbers Idaho, Arizona and other of our Western territories is well
calculatedto excite the liveliest interest and
apprehension.
The fact of secrecy attending
the celebration of marriage in the territory
makes the proof of polygamy very difficult, and
the propriety is suggested of medilying the

in Italy.—The ** no rent” movement in Ireland is apparently extending; outrages and
assaults on persons who have paid rent continue.——The Chinese intend te fortify éxtensively the western frontier of Kuldja when they
occupy that district next spring.

.

that service, accusing

part of the Government und upon the eminent
counsel who, before my accéssion to the Presideancy, were called to their assistance, the daty
of prosecuting with the utmost rigor of the law
all persons who may be found chargeable with

and

Liberta,

with

them of offences against the United
bave epjoined
upon the officials

fifty bills were introduced in the United States
Senate last week.——Small pox is appearing in
many places. Itis reported as spreading in
Chicago ana elsewhere.——The Penobscot river closed yesterday.
ABROAD.

TuespAY,

connected

meeting of the

Manufacturers’ Association elects

Mr. Parnell President.——The Spanish Minister of Justice states that slavery no longer exists in the colonies of Spain.
THURSDAY, DEC. 8.——The Ring Theater
in Vienna is burned, and several hundred lives
lost.——The
Irish
troubles
continue
unchanged.—The Arabs in Tunis who bave

not yet submitted to the French are retreating
to the frontier of Tripoli.

FripAY,
Dec.
9.
Bismarck’s
quarrel
with the Center party in the German Reichstag is likely to result in another split in the
Ministry.—— Arrests under the Coercion Act
continue to be made in lreland.
.

law of evidence which now makes

a wife in-

competent to testify against her husband. This
suggestion is approved.
I recommend also

the passage of an uct providing that in territo-

Such

having failed, and Dr. H. JAMES

intends to return to Canada, and

LBuise will leave England for the

Of course

tor £pring

apples

packing
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name and address:
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- New Christmas Cantata

IMMANUEL
BY W. H. POANE

SURPASSES ALL OTHERS.

see

tf

light,

the

if the

and

their

The correct thing to do

quality injured thereby.

ging. This saves the loss from’ sunburn and the
exposure to the light, even if the sun does vot

chineon them, both of which injure the quality of

Dominion before spring.
?
The full official report of the Guiteaun trial is
beipg put in ‘ype dt the Government Printing
0
, to issue in book form at the close.
Mr. Henry Gannett, the geographer ofthe

administration of the executive office.”

Tenth Census, estimates the total area of the
United States to he 3,025,600 square miles, of

which

wisdom of Congress.

the land surface amountsto 2,970,000

square miles.

Lo

Dangdsomely framed.

It is

estimated

that

tion with respect to the ascertainment and
more.

of

years

ago.

It is to

be

hoped

before another national election, which will
render unnecessary a resort to any expedient
ofa temporary character for the determination

questions upon contested returns,”

After

8
:
question of Presidential inability and
dred problems, the President concludes with these words: ** Deeply impressed
with the gravity of the responsibility which
has so unexpectedly devolved upon me; it will

ip between the two republics,
signatures of some
has received the
A petition
on the New York
of those accustomed to travel
§ Riflrond, requesting the Di»
d to set apart the rear car on

price.

ies

10 Boston for the in such measures as will promote the glory of
2 to hold religious servi’ the country and the prosperity of its people.”
:
:
CHESTER A. ARTHUR.
services are to be held
and will
“tr
and
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removes

the articles preseuted. Ste plan includes Essays, Reviews, Sketches, Travels, Poetry, Novels, Short Stories,
etc., etc.
The following lists comprise the principal period'eals from which selections are made and the names of
some of the leading writers who contribute to them:
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Published by WM. A. POND
Union Square, New York City.

Sold by all Druggists.
d over 40 years.

Allen's)

and the tastes of all classes of readers are consulted in

Copies of any of the above mailed on receipt of

A Favorite Paper,
For judicious editing, select and popular contributors, and sprightiy and entertaining reading,
anion, of Boston, has no superior
the Youth's
among the youth's publications. It has more than
subscribers, and unqueethousand
hundred
two
tionably meriis its success.
'
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and

An unique and churming
gongs for children. The Words and Musio are ail
original, and the entire contents simple, refined
Boards 28
and child like. By Wade Whipple.
:
4
cents; cloth, $1.

Lynn, Mass., is FApidiy acquiring an enviable reputation for the surhrising curs which daily result from the use of
her
table Compound in
all Female diseases. Send to her for pamphlets.

sam effected a cure

an-

best

the
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A
Its perfume rich J

A lovely tonic and Hair

The ECLECTIC MAGAZINE reproduces from foreign
periodicals all those articles which arc valuable to
American readers, Its fleld of selection embraces all
the leadiug Foreign Reviews, Magazines and Journals

and Lasses.
Little Lays For Ladscollection
of lovely

Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, 235 Western Avenue,

rP’s White Glycerine Sonp.

from

and

WARREN'S

1882—-38th

as solos for the pi-

Novel in design,

and rare.

Poign Lira, Sdn end ot

useful and attractive in contents. Price, in boards,
$1.50;
cloth, $2.00.

Diphtheria poisons the blood.
Convalescents
should take Hood’s Barsaparilla to neutralize the
poison matter.
"

Pearl's White Glycerine
40d 1emoses all faults of

Berg,

cient and modern masters.
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The Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, United States
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President deplores the de¢line of our mercantile marine, and commends the subject to the
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(not hymns)

an attractive, tasteful manner,

renews its

"A ROX OF DR. WARREN'S
WILD CHERRY
AND
SARSAPARILLA TROCHES sent (0 any address on recelpt of25 cents by the AMERICAN MEDICINE
Co.
Manchester, N. H.,
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Bosten, General Agents.

READINGS.

Gems of Sacred Music

phaline relieves at once Hysteria, Nervous
and St, Vitus’ Dance.

York.

81 Randolph Street, Chicago.

SUNDAY

= «

For all Diseases of the Mucous Mem
brane and the Respiratory Organs, and
the Blood.—An- unfailing
purify
to
for Coughs, Colds, Sore ‘T'hroat,
remedy
‘Bronchitis, Catarrhal Afiections, Consumption, and
all Lung Diseases.—A
Blood Purifier and Meivine.

A new collection of the chofcest songs of the day,
both standard and popular, by the best authors.
With piano accompaniment. ‘Board Covers, $23
Coth, $2.50. A very handsome holiday edition in
cloth, gilt, $3.25.
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MUSIC BOOKS
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

will rot before taking them to the celiar for winter.

There would be but little

Cents

BICLOW
& MAIN,
76 East Ninth Street, New

Philadelphia

to
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“My wife and myself both think your Troches the
very BEST we have ever used.”—[Rev. J. 8. Bacheler,
Btratham, N.H
» I found them very eflicacious in relieving throat
dificoity and Jung trouble. I should be unwilling to do
without them."—{Mrs. 8. W, Adams,
wife of the late
v. J. F. Adams of Greenland, N. H.
“1 have used inthe last six weeks seven boxes of
rown's Troches, but they have failed to help we. 1
received the box you sent me on Saturday and began
to use them at once, and am happy to say that 1 am
very much relleved,”— Rev. George W. Pierce, East
Rochester, N. H.
+ 1 was suffering from a cough occasioned by a cold
atthe time I receiyed them, and they helped me at
once, 1 gave soméilo one of my parishioners whose
throat was troubling her, and they afforded her great
and immediate reliet.”—[Rev. N. F. Tilden, Lebanon,
.H,
“ Found them to have an immediate effect in releving irritation of the throat *—{ Rev. Albert Watson,
Pastor Cong’l Church, Hampstead, N. H.
“J have frund them superior to anything I ever
nsed for clearing and lubricating the vocal organs, at
the same time have a genial influence upon the stomach."—[Rev. Issae C. W hite, Newmarket, N. H.
* I have tried Dr, Warren's Wild Cherry and Sarsabronchial
parila Troches and find thai they “relieve
irritmiion quicker and wore effectually
than any
jioches I bave ever used.”—[ Rev, G. M.
Rice, Milford,

LATEST!

Price,

=

myselt.”- [Rev, J, H, Brown,
Suerk, NL H,

KENNEDY,

Roundout, New York.

or

For RESTORING GRAY, WHITE
or FADED HAIR to its youthful
COLOR, GLOss and BEAUTY.
It

& CO., honithy gonth with aa Hoh, besetiel

Testimony of NV. Hl.

restored to him the power once more to enjoy
his life. Are you suffering from any disease
Try Favorite
traceableto the same cause?
Your druggist has it. ONE DOLRemedy.
LAR a bottle. Bear in mind the proprietor’s

Farmer says: ** Many persons dig their potatoes

and dump them on the hain floor

;

“1 have used a box of Dr. Warren's Troches with
much satisfaction and benefit. They are the best 1
ever used.” —[Rev. B. T, Sanborn, Fremont, N. H.
“Please send me another box of Warren's Troches,
They are grand. Never saw anything like them before.” —{Rev. W. 8, Packard, Madi~on, N. H.
«| have used a trial bok ot Dr. Warren's Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches with very great benefit to

FAVORITE REMEDY purified the blood and

{rom a young and vigorous tree, better ‘than one
from an old worn-out stub.— Mirror and Farmer.
HOW

F

ITE REMEDY to afford tone and strength to
the system, prevent the return of the disease,
and Mr. Ellsworth remaibs to this dsy in the
This gentleman's disease
bloom of health,
was the offspring of foul blood, and Kennedy’s

comes

that

Rowe's

AND SASAPAALLA
VLD~. ERY
TROCHES!
DR.

tered freely his great Blood Specific FAVOR-

Dr. David

-

HairIS PERFECTION!
Restorer

VOLUMES.

250, 000 Volumes of Mr.
Novels have now been sold.

755 Broadway,
250

without apparant reason, to death as his only
His family physician refused to
deliverer.
amputate the limb—asserting that the operation would kill, the patient on the spot. Dr.
David Kennedy of Roundout, N. Y., who was
consulted, held a different opinion, and amputated the limb. The Doctor then adminis-

28 cool and dry as they should be to keep apples
well. When it is no longer ¢afe to keep them up
stairs, they may be carefully moved to the cellar
and placed in the coolest and dryest corner where
the temperature will be even and nearly down to
the freezing point. When once disposed of in this
way, it is zenerally best not to meddle with them
until they are wanted for use. It should be remembered tbat there is a great difference in the
keeping qualities of apples of the same variety
As a rule, a
from different trees and localities.
baldwin that grows on a hill will keep better than
one

PREVIOUS

Sold by all booksellers, or mailed postpaid on

diseuse involved the whole of the thigh-bone,
and the suffering man looked forward, mot

ground, for there sre very few cellars (hatare

oné which grows in a valley, and

WORLD'S

ble for presents, per volume, $1.50.

More than

and none

Money is the uniyersal necessity,

above

barrels should be kept as long as possible

Mrs. S. A. Allen's

:

influence.”

Each 1'vol, 12mo. in new style of binding, suita-’

but a eynic or a fool will affect to despise it.
Mr. Abram Ellsworth, of Port Ewen, Ulster
county, N. Y., ‘has realized this truth. His

and

boxes

WORLD.
OF THE

simply,

FROM.JEST TO EARNEST, in its 32d thousand.
NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART, in its 20th thousand.
A KNIGHT OF THE XIX CENTURY, in its 28th
thousand.
A FACE ILLUMINED, in its 16th thousand.
A DAY OF FATE, in its 28th thousand.

David Kennedy the Successful Surgeon.

and bruise, however slight, lead to decay that
spreads in time far avd wide. | Apples should be
packed closely, and after being put into

are

as stories, TR

“AMPUTATION OF THE LEG. DODD, MEAD
The 01d Family Physician at Fault—Dr, |

scratch

use, for: every

books

i

Admiration

is without
;

receipt of price by the publishers.

ut-

sorting

picking,

most care must bé taken in

THE

thousand.

experiment-

Address, CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race $t., Phila16149
delphia, naming this paper.

‘theory, that coolness and dryness are the two conditions absolutely necessary in preserving green
apples throughout the winter.

Mr.

might

BARRIERS BURNED AWAY, in its 36th thouspad.
WHAT CAN SHE Do? in its 24th thousand.
in its 37th
OPENING OF A CHESTNUT BURR,

cures night-sweats, nausea at the stomach, and
will break up a fresh cold in twenty-four hours.

good deal of discussion on
But we see nothing
and opinions differ widely.
to warrant a rejection of the generally accepted

sibility should so far as practicable be filled
by promotion of worthy and efficient officers,

Investigation of all complaints and punishment
of all official misconduct should be prompt and
thorough.’ The views expressed in the foregoing letter are those which will govern my
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sale every
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When death was hourly expected,

considerations seldom enter into the mind of the
true flower lover, but we can see how well the
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AN ONLY DAUGHTER
CURED OF CONSUMPTION.

ries of the United States the fact that a woman
has been married to a person charged with
the tubers for table use. Besides this, it is best to
bigamy
shall not disqualily her as a witness
over a thousand persons perished in the Ring
store the potatoes in as cool a place as possible at
upon
his
trial
for
that
offence.
I
further
rec
once. This used to be the method years ago, beTheater fire at Vienna.—— Assym Pasha, Turommend legislation that any person solemnizfore the rot affected the crop. They were taken to
Kish Minister of Foreign affairs, has informed
ing a marriage in any of the territories shall be
weneral Wallace, the American Minister, that
the cellar direct from the field and sorted at jeisrequired under stringent penalties for negleet
Ali, who murdered Mr. Parsons, thé Amerior refusal to file a certificate of such marriage ure during wet or cold days, or when a load was
can missionary, died over a year ago.
wanted to take to market. There is yet a little
in the Supreme Court of the territory. I oy
rot ocasionally, but not enough to prevent a retarn
MONDAY; DEC. 12.——The thermometer
| sure you my determined purpose to co-operate
with vou in any lawful and discreet measures
to the old practice of putting the tubers away
Quebec yesterday morning marked 6 deg. bewhich may be proposed to that end.”
The
from the light.
low zero.——The Grand Orange Lodge of IrePresident after reviewing
the pension department report at great length, and reproducing
land has issued a circular condemning the
Coal Oil or Petrolenm may be very nice for illustatistics already printed, goes on to say at ihe
Land League, and pointing out that in the
or. Jubricatiog purposes, but surely it is
outset that the fact that a sum so enormous must minating
United
Kingdom and its colonies there are
nw the proper thing to cure a cough with.
Dr.
thousands and thousands of Orangemen ready be expended by the gevernment to meet de- Bull’s Cough Syrup is looked upon as the standard
mands for arrears of pensions is an admonition
to fight for the constitution.
Cough remedy.
to Congress and the executive to give cautious
considerations to any similar project in the fu- |.
Miscellaneous.
_ BUY NO HOLIDAY PRESENT
ture. The great temptation to the presentaPresident Arthur is less accessible to callers
tion of fictitious claims afforded by the fact that Without seeing Dr. Scoit’s beautiful (pure bristle)
than many of his predecessors were.
: the average sum oblgated upon each applica.
‘Electric Hair and Flesh Krushes, during the next
tion is thirteen hundred dollars, leads the
New York ladies do not dare walk in Cen30 days.
Everybody
may have them on trial, and
if they fail to eure
Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumat
President to suggest the- propriety of making
tral Park without an escort.
ic Pains, ete., in ‘a few minutes or quickly cure
some special appropriation for the prevention
The coinage last month at the Philadelphia
Dondruff, Falling Hair and Baldness, the price
of fraud.” The President devotes about
an
mint amounted to $7,693,400.
will be returned, at Drug and Fancy
‘or
eigbth of his message to the consideration of sent. post-paid, on receipt of $3.00 by G. Stores,
A. Scorr,
Missions are to be established in South Afrithe civil service preblem.
** In my letier ac- Ne. a Broadway, New York.
Pamphlets free.
ca by the American Board of Foreign Miscepting the nomination for the Vice PresidenES
u
sions.
cy, I stated that in my judgment ‘no man
SUICIDE
AND
DYSPEPSIA.
31,000 emigrants arrived in New York in ‘should ba an incumbent of au office the duties
of which’ he is for any can<e unfit to perform,
November, nearly twice as muny as during the
A most remarkable cure for dyspepsia “ Wells’
- same month of last year.
who is lacking in the hilly, fidelity or inteeriHealth Renewer.” The greatest tonic, best bilious
and
liver remedy known. $l. Druggists,
Dety
which
a
proper
administration
of
such
office
There is a marked increase of contagious dispot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N.
demands. . This sentiment would
doubtless
eases in New York this season, and the same
meet with general nequiescence, but the opinion
is said to be true of all parts of the country.
DECLINE OF MAN.
i
has been widely divided upon the wisdom and
The Justices of the Supreme Court of Maine
Impotence of mind, limb, or vital function, nerpracticability of
the
various
reformatory
have degided that the Governor bas not the
schemes which have been suggested and of vous weakness, sexual debility &e., cured by
£1. At druggists, De.
power of removal without the concurrence of certain proposed regulations governing ap-- Welle’ Health Renewer
the Council.
;
: pointments to public office. The efficiency of pot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dever, N. H.
The estimate of appropriations required for
such regulations bave been distrusted mainly
DON’T DIE IN THE HOUSE.
conducting the United States government for because they have seemed to exalt mere educathe fiscal year ending with June, 1883, are
‘Ask druggists for * Rough on Rats.” It clears
tion and abstract tests above general business
out rats, mice, bed bugs, roaches, vermin, flies,
capacity and special fitness for the particular
ants, insects. 15¢. per box.
work in hand. It seems to me the rules which
The annual meeting of Plymouth church
Brooklyn,
was held Dee. 9. The report showed should be applied to the management of the pubHoliday Presents.
a
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of 38461,
and
increase of lic service may properly conform in the main
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from pew rents were $42,000, and from other
Jarshised most advantageously of the
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.
el F. Beatty, of Washington,
New Jersey, whose
The Londen Standard states that the Mar- of office should be stable; positions of respon- advertisement appears in this issue.

SATURDAY, DEC. 10.——It is estimated that

thé
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KEEPING APPLES.

SATURDAY, DEC. 10.——1t is estimated that
it will require $10,000,000 to make the necessary improveinents in the Mississippi and Missouri rivers.——The Pacitic Bank of Boston is
reorganized, and an extension of time granted,
The day of opening is not yet fixed upon.
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doses, save many doctor's bills.
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this cause.
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The love for window flowers'or for plant cabipets attached to dwelling rooms seems to be increasing ib popularity from year to year. In all
decorations, whether for the dinner table or epecial festive oceasiors, both living plants in pots
and cut flowers enter largely. They are expected
to be present, and the welcome does not seem complete without them. When the host has them not
they have to be furnished by the florist, and are
of course, a considerable item of expense. Thoee

who
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